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The Pentatricopeptide Repeat (PPR) gene family produces RNA-binding proteins that 

target organellar transcripts.  The PPR family is expanded in land plants, with nearly 

450 genes identified in Arabidopsis thaliana.  In plants with a Cytoplasmic Male 

Sterility (CMS) phenotype, members of the PPR family can act as a RESTORER OF 

FERTILITY (Rf) and are part of a subset of genes called RESTORER OF FERTILITY-

LIKE (RFL).  Unlike other PPR transcripts, RFL transcripts are targets of both 

microRNA (miRNA) and trans-acting siRNA (tasiRNA) and produce secondary siRNA 

after initial miRNA- or tasiRNA-guided cleavage.  We utilized the A. lyrata genome 

assembly and high-throughput sequencing of small RNA to examine the evolutionary 

dynamics of the PPR gene family and the pattern of small RNA targeting of RFL 

transcripts.  We found an expanded set of 539 PPR genes in A. lyrata, 51 of which 

were in the RFL group, often in multiple collinear copies when compared to their A. 

thaliana orthologs.  In-species RFL paralogs appear to be more related to one 

another than to their collinear orthologs, which is possible evidence of gene 

conversion or ectopic recombination.  miRNA targeting of RFL transcripts is largely 

conserved with nearly two-thirds of all target sites maintained.  TasiRNA targeting 

was less conserved with roughly one-third of comparable validated tasiRNA targets 

maintained in both species.  However, when clusters of potential tasiRNA targets 

were considered, roughly two-thirds of target sites are conserved.  Production of 

secondary siRNA from A. lyrata PPR transcripts is less well defined than in A. 



 

thaliana, with strong signals coming from phases that are not concordant with the 

miRNA- or tasiRNA-guided cleavage sites.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Small RNA Biogenesis and Function 

Small RNA regulation of gene expression in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana is 

accomplished through a diverse set of functional pathways.  The core effector of 

regulation is the RNA-induced Silencing Complex (RISC), which is comprised of an 

ARGONAUTE (AGO) protein and a single strand of RNA that is typically between 21 

and 24 nucleotides (nt) in length (Baumberger, 2005; Rivas et al., 2005; Hammond et 

al., 2000; Reinhart et al., 2002; Jones-Rhoades and Bartel, 2004; Kasschau et al., 

2007) .  The single-stranded AGO-associated RNA originates from a double-stranded 

RNA duplex with certain characteristics that are critical for RISC loading.  Both 

strands of the duplex have two unpaired nucleotide residues at the 3’ ends that are 

essential for interaction with AGO proteins (Elbashir et al., 2001).  One strand, called 

the guide strand, preferentially associates with an AGO protein based primarily on the 

relative thermodynamic stability of each 5’ end of the duplex and 5’ terminal base 

composition (Schwarz et al., 2003; Mi et al., 2008; Montgomery, Howell, et al., 2008; 

Takeda et al., 2008).  There are ten members of the AGO gene family in the A. 

thaliana genome and each is associated primarily with a specific silencing pathway, 

although the function of several AGO proteins is still unclear (reviewed by Mallory and 

Vaucheret, 2010).  AGO1 is most often associated with miRNA and shows a strong 

preference for small RNA with a 5’ terminal Uracil (U) (Baumberger, 2005; Mi et al., 

2008; Cuperus et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2009).  Mature miRNA act as specificity factors 

for the RISC complex through small RNA complementarity to target transcripts, 

though the complementarity is often not perfect (Fire et al., 1998; Zamore et al., 

2000).  In plants, strong complementarity between target and guide RNAs in positions 

2-13 of the guide is essential for efficient targeting (Allen et al., 2005; Schwab et al., 

2005).  The RISC complex binds to mRNA transcripts in a sequence-specific manner 

and inhibits translation through either catalytic slicing or translational repression 

(Hammond et al., 2000; Llave et al., 2002; Lanet et al., 2009; Brodersen et al., 2008).  

Slicing of the mRNA occurs between nucleotides paired to positions 10 and 11 from 

the 5’ end of the small RNA (Elbashir et al., 2001). 
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Small RNA biogenesis pathways are diverse and can include both endogenous and 

exogenous factors.  MicroRNA (MIRNA) genes are encoded in the genome and are 

transcribed by RNA Polymerase II as primary transcripts (pri-miRNA) (Kim et al., 

2009; Cai et al., 2004).  Rather than being routed to the translational machinery, pri-

miRNA form self-complementary foldbacks with at least one hairpin-like stem-loop 

structure that includes the miRNA/miRNA-complementary region (miRNA*).  In order 

to release the miRNA/miRNA* duplex, the loop-distal arms are cleaved by an 

RNAaseIII-like endonuclease, DICER-LIKE 1 (DCL1) in a fashion that leaves the 

essential 2nt 3’ overhang and a second DCL1 cleavage event removes the loop and 

loop-proximal nucleotides, again leaving a 2nt 3’ overhang (Kurihara and Watanabe, 

2004; Vaucheret, 2006; Addo-Quaye et al., 2009).  The remaining double-stranded 

molecule is the mature miRNA/miRNA* duplex.  Recent comparisons within the 

Brassicaceae family and between a broader selection of plant species have revealed 

several distinctive patterns of MIRNA evolution (reviewed by Cuperus et al., 2011).  

There is strong evidence that many MIRNA genes arise from inverted duplications of 

their targets (Allen et al., 2004; Fahlgren et al., 2010, 2007), as demonstrated by the 

relatively high degree of sequence similarity between MIRNA transcripts and target 

genes.  Transcripts from young MIRNA genes tend to be less abundant than deeply 

conserved MIRNA genes, with correspondingly lower levels of mature miRNA.  

Conserved MIRNA are often found in multi-gene families, sometimes containing 

nearly 20 members, whereas young MIRNA tend to be single copy (Xie et al., 2005; 

Jones-Rhoades and Bartel, 2004; Rajagopalan et al., 2006).  Processing precision of 

pri-miRNA foldbacks by DCL proteins can also vary.  In deeply conserved MIRNA 

genes, processing of the pri-miRNA by DCL is often very precise, leading to a high 

ratio of miRNA to non-miRNA sequences that derive from MIRNA foldback structures.  

By contrast, young MIRNA genes tend to be processed more imprecisely, with similar 

abundances of miRNA and other small RNA aligning to the foldback arms (Ma et al., 

2010).  The foldback structures themselves also tend to be more branched and 

longer in young MIRNA than their conserved counterparts. 
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In the canonical miRNA silencing model, transcripts cleaved by RISC complexes are 

routed to the RNA degradation pathway.  Alternatively, RISC targeting of a subset of 

transcripts can trigger the secondary production of short-interfering RNAs (siRNA). 

For instance, the non-protein coding trans-acting siRNA-generating (TAS) genes are 

initially targeted and cleaved by AGO-miRNA complexes that trigger the production of 

trans-acting siRNA (tasiRNA), which are specialized secondary siRNA that regulate 

additional target transcripts in trans.  In A. thaliana, there are 4 TAS gene families.  

The TAS1 and TAS3 families each contain three genes while TAS2 and TAS4 are 

single gene families.  Only TAS3 is broadly conserved among land plants (Vazquez et 

al., 2004; Axtell et al., 2006).  TAS1, TAS2, and TAS4 have not been found outside of 

the Brassicaceae lineage.  TAS1 and TAS2 are both targeted by the AGO1-miR173 

complexes, TAS3 is targeted by AGO7-miR390, and TAS4 is targeted by AGO1-

miR828 (Vazquez et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2005; Rajagopalan 

et al., 2006; Montgomery, Yoo, et al., 2008; Montgomery, Howell, et al., 2008; Axtell 

et al., 2006; Cuperus et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010; Manavella et al., 2012).  The 

mechanism that initiates tasiRNA production varies based on the TAS transcript 

involved.  TAS3 requires two cleavage and/or binding events by AGO7-miR390 for 

tasiRNA production to proceed (Axtell et al., 2006; Montgomery, Howell, et al., 2008), 

whereas a single cleavage event of the TAS1 and TAS2 transcripts is sufficient to 

initiate tasiRNA production.  In all TAS transcripts, initiation is followed by RNA-

DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE (RDR6) processing, which converts single-

stranded RNA to double-stranded RNA.  This double-stranded RNA is processively 

cut by DCL4 such that double-stranded small RNA duplexes are created in a 21nt 

phase from the initial miRNA-guided cleavage site (Allen et al., 2005; Yoshikawa et 

al., 2005; Montgomery, Yoo, et al., 2008; Vazquez et al., 2004).  The small RNA 

duplexes formed in this way are predominantly 21nt in length and are able to form 

RISC complexes with AGO proteins.  The structure of the small RNA duplex 

containing the guide strand responsible for the primary cleavage event is an important 

factor in determining whether secondary small RNA production will occur.  Small RNA 

from duplexes containing asymmetric bulged nucleotide can reprogram RISC to 

trigger secondary small RNA production. (Manavella et al., 2012; Cuperus et al., 

2010; Chen et al., 2010).  Small RNA that are in phase with the primary cleavage site 
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are often abundant, but phage slippage can occur and lead to abundant small RNA 

production at phase-forward sites (Howell et al., 2007).  Regardless, a strong phasing 

signal can still be detected as far as 14 cycles away from the initial cleavage site.  

Many tasiRNA have a terminal 5’ U and combine with AGO1 to form RISC 

complexes, and tasiRNA with a 5’ Adenine (A) bind AGO2 and comprise 20% of the 

AGO2-bound small RNA (Mi et al., 2008).   

 

The biological functions of tasiRNA targeting are only partially understood.  TAS3 

tasiRNA target AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR (ARF) transcripts ARF3 and ARF4 in A. 

thaliana (Chitwood and Timmermans, 2010).  ARF3 and ARF4 play an important role 

in plant development and tasiRNA regulation of these transcripts is critical to the 

timing of developmental phase transitions (Fahlgren et al., 2006; Chitwood and 

Timmermans, 2010; Chitwood et al., 2009; Garcia et al., 2006; Adenot et al., 2006). 

TAS4-siRNA81(-) targets three MYB transcription factors and regulates anthocyanin 

production through an autoregulatory feedback mechanism (Luo et al., 2011).  While 

several TAS1 and TAS2 tasiRNA have been demonstrated to target several members 

of the Pentatricopeptide (PPR) family of genes, the biological function of this targeting 

has not yet been elucidated. 

 

 

Pentatricopeptide Repeat Gene Family 

The PPR gene family in A. thaliana is large with approximately 441 members.  PPR 

genes encode RNA-binding proteins that are characterized by tandem or near-

tandem repeats of a PPR 35 amino acid motif (Aubourg et al., 2000; Lurin et al., 

2004; Small and Peeters, 2000).  Approximately 80 percent of PPR proteins are 

predicted to have organelle signaling sequences (Lurin et al., 2004; Small and 

Peeters, 2000; Aubourg et al., 2000) and they have been implicated in RNA editing 

(Kotera et al., 2005; Okuda et al., 2007; Chateigner-Boutin and Small, 2007), 

transcript splicing (Prikryl et al., 2010; Koprivova et al., 2010; Schmitz-Linneweber et 

al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2003), and regulation of expression (Hashimoto et al., 

2003; Chi et al., 2010; Liu, Rodermel, et al., 2010; Hammani et al., 2011; Liu, Yu, et 

al., 2010) in chloroplasts and mitochondria (reviewed by Schmitz-Linneweber and 
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Small, 2008).  Recent work has found that the repeat motif structure most likely 

allows PPR proteins to bind RNA in a sequence-specific manner, with a roughly one-

to-one correspondence between the number of PPR motifs present in the protein and 

the number of nucleotides targeted (Zehrmann et al., 2011; Delannoy et al., 2007; 

Nakamura et al., 2003).  PPR proteins are divided into two subfamilies based on the 

type of PPR domain present in the protein.  In addition to the canonical P-type motif, 

there are several PPR-related motifs that are used to differentiate the subfamilies 

(Lurin et al., 2004).  The PLS subfamily contains P-type motifs interspersed with Long 

(L) and  Short (S) motifs, and can also contain other PPR-related C-terminal motifs 

(Lurin et al., 2004).  The P subfamily (PPR-P) contains predominantly P-type motifs 

and does not typically contain any PPR-related C-terminal motifs.  

 

The PPR family often includes a RESTORER OF FERTILITY (Rf) gene in plants with 

a cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) phenotype. CMS is usually the result of a chimeric 

or defective mitochondrial gene, the product of which disrupts pollen development 

and renders the pollen unviable (reviewed by Schnable and Wise, 1998).  Because of 

the highly deleterious nature of CMS in autogamous plants, naturally occurring CMS 

phenotypes are found in allogamous hermaphroditic species.  The specific genes 

involved in CMS vary between species or even between two accessions of the same 

species, though the CMS phenotype is often associated with defects in mitochondrial 

gene products, especially those that encode subunits of ATP synthase or are in a 

nearby coding region (reviewed by Hanson and Bentolila, 2004).  Populations with a 

CMS phenotype generally also have an Rf gene that restores viable pollen 

production.  Of the Rf genes identified to date, most are PPR genes in the P 

subfamily.  CMS is found in over 140 species, roughly half of which are in natural 

populations (Laser and Lersten, 1972; Frank, 1989),  but the nuclear restorers for 

many species have not been identified.  The first PPR Rf gene was found in petunia 

(Bentolila et al., 2002) and the genetic basis of CMS has been identified in several 

other species including Oryza sativa (rice), Raphanus sativus (radish), Zea mays 

(maize), Sorghum bicolor, Helianthus annuus (sunflower), and several species in the 

Brassica genus (reviewed by Hanson and Bentolila, 2004).  The majority of nuclear 

Rf genes associated with CMS have either been unambiguously identified as PPR 
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genes, or were mapped to PPR rich regions that contain both Rf and non-Rf PPR 

genes.  In some species, including maize (Laughnan and Gabay-Laughnan, 1983) 

and radish (Ogura, 1968; Ikegaya, 1986), more than one chimeric gene was found to 

cause CMS.  Radish has two well-studied CMS cytoplasms, dubbed Ogura and 

Kosena and a single PPR-P protein restores fertility for both types (Brown et al., 

2003; Koizuka et al., 2003).  The active radish Rf gene is in close proximity to two 

other PPR genes, one of which is a likely pseudogene (Uyttewaal et al., 2008).  The 

Petunia Rf is a PPR gene and is proximal to another nearly identical PPR-P gene 

(Bentolila et al., 2002).  An Rf gene in Mimulus gutatus has not been identified but 

there are Rf-associated loci that can independently restore fertility and which have a 

high density of PPR genes (Barr and Fishman, 2010).  Although no CMS phenotype 

was found in wild accessions of the outcrossing A. lyrata, certain hybrids of between 

different regional accessions display a CMS phenotype (Leppälä and Savolainen, 

2011).  These and other examples highlight the role that certain PPR-P genes play in 

restoring pollen viability and the genomic context in which the Rf genes are found.   

 

Although autogamous A. thaliana does not have a CMS phenotype, it does have a 

grouping of Rf-like (RFL) PPR genes that are homologous to Rf genes found in other 

species (Fujii et al., 2006; O’Toole et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2007).  All RFL genes 

appear to have a common ancestor or group of ancestors and have undergone 

lineage-specific expansions (Fujii et al., 2011).  The A. thaliana expansion can be 

identified in a phylogeny of PPR genes as a clade of 30 recently diverged genes 

amongst the larger set of PPR-P genes.  Twenty-four of these genes are located in 

two clusters on Chromosome 1, a small cluster of four genes within a 200kb span 

starting at position 4,183,066 and a large cluster of twenty-two genes spanning 

approximately 1 Megabase (Mb) starting at position 23,176,930.  Many genes in 

region surrounding the large cluster, both PPR and non-PPR, have paralogs in the 

small cluster, indicating that the two regions may have been formed by a segmental 

duplication (Geddy and Brown, 2007).  Several of these clustered RFL genes are 

considered pseudogenes (Lurin et al., 2004) and one, AT1G62860, is identified as a 

pseudogene in The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) version 10 (TAIR10) 

(ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/, on www.arabidopsis.org, February 8, 2011).  In 
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the A. lyrata hybrids which produce a CMS phenotype, QTL mapping has identified a 

restorer-related marker in close proximity to the large RFL cluster on A. lyrata 

chromosome 2 (Leppälä and Savolainen, 2011).  Unfortunately, the nearest flanking 

markers were several million bases away and thus the restorer gene could not be 

definitively identified as a PPR gene.  

 

 

Small RNA Targeting of PPR Genes 

All 30 RFL genes in A. thaliana are predicted or validated targets of various small 

RNA.  Three miRNA have been shown to target RFL genes in A. thaliana: miR400, 

miR161.1, and miR161.2 (Sunkar and Zhu, 2004; Vazquez et al., 2004; Addo-Quaye 

et al., 2008; German et al., 2008; Allen et al., 2004; Axtell et al., 2006; Howell et al., 

2007).  miR161.1 and miR161.2 are processed from the same pri-miRNA foldback 

but from different locations on the foldback arms (Allen et al., 2004).  The two MIRNA 

genes show several characteristics of recent evolutionary origins.  In A. thaliana, 

mature miR400 is expressed at low levels compared to other miRNA (Addo-Quaye et 

al., 2008; Fahlgren et al., 2007).  In A. lyrata, the MIR400 gene has been identified 

but mature miR400 has not been sequenced (Fahlgren et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2010).  

Mature miRNA from MIR161 are highly expressed but MIR161 has a high degree of 

sequence similarity to its targets, consistent with a recent origin by inverted 

duplication (Allen et al., 2004; Fahlgren et al., 2007).  All three mature miRNA are 

21nt in length. 

 

A. thaliana RFL genes are validated targets of 8 tasiRNA: TAS2 D6(-), TAS2 D9(-), 

TAS2 D11(-), TAS2 D12(-), TAS1a D9(-), TAS1b D4(-), TAS1c D6(-), TAS1c D10(-) 

(Rhoades et al., 2002; Allen et al., 2004; Sunkar and Zhu, 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 

2005; Howell et al., 2007).  Allen et. al. (2005) specified a nomenclature for identifying 

tasiRNA in the following way:  The TAS transcript name is followed by the 21nt cycle 

number and terminated with the strand of origin in parenthesis.  Thus, TAS2 D6(-) is a 

tasiRNA that originates from the 6th 21nt phasing cycle after the miR173-guided 

cleavage site on the TAS2 transcript.  Additionally, it comes from the negative strand 

of the TAS2 transcript (which is possible because of RDR6 reverse transcription of 
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the cleaved transcript).  As can be seen from the tasiRNA names, the functional 

tasiRNA that have been validated to target PPR transcripts all come from the 

negative strand of the TAS transcript and come from 4 to 12 cycles away from the 

cleavage site.  TAS2 D6(-) is the only validated PPR-targeting tasiRNA that is in the 

22nt size class, the remaining 7 tasiRNA are 21nt in length. 

 

Along with TAS transcripts, PPR transcripts are a primary source of phased small 

RNA.  Initial cleavage of PPR transcripts and subsequent processing by RDR6 and 

DCL4 result in the generation of predominantly 21nt small RNA (Vazquez et al., 2004; 

Allen et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2007; Axtell et al., 2006).  Phased production of small 

RNA from A. thaliana PPR transcripts is initiated by miR161.1-, miR161.2-, and TAS2 

D6(-)-guided cleavage (Howell et al., 2007).  The phasing signal from miRNA-guided 

cleavage is relatively weak, but cleavage guided by TAS2 D6(-) is associated with a 

strong phasing signal (see below for description of phasing signal calculation), which 

generally occurs at the 5’ end of the transcript (Howell et al., 2007).  Seventeen of the 

30 RFL genes produce phased small RNA, and in most cases the phasing is 

coincident with the miR161, miR400, or TAS2 D6(-) cleavage sites.  

 

The recent release of the Arabidopsis lyrata genome sequence provides an excellent 

opportunity to study the evolution of small RNA targeting of the structurally dynamic 

RFL sub-family of genes.  Lineage-specific expansions of both the RFL genes and 

the TAS1 and TAS2 gene families highlight the need to study the dynamics of 

targeting interactions in closely related species.  Separated by approximately 10 

million years (Koch et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2002; Ossowski et al., 2010), A. 

thaliana and A. lyrata are two of the most closely related plants with full genome 

sequences and are thus uniquely positioned for this analysis.   

 

As a matter of convention, A. thaliana genes will be referred to by TAIR accession.  

Because extensive re-annotation of the A. lyrata genome was necessary, new gene 

names were used in lieu of those published by Hu et. al (2011).  A. lyrata genes 

include coordinate information as part of the gene name.  For example, Al-RFL2_894 

is an RFL gene on scaffold 2 of the genome assembly with a start position near 
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894kb.  Genomic differences between A. thaliana and A. lyrata will be stated using A. 

thaliana as the reference, unless otherwise specified.  For instance, a deletion in A. 

lyrata could also be an insertion in A. thaliana, but for convenience, it will be referred 

to as a deletion in A. lyrata (relative to A. thaliana).  It is recognized that without 

polarizing data the differences cannot be attributed to one or the other species. 
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RESULTS 
 

PPR Gene Annotation 

In order to identify A. lyrata PPR genes, we created a six-frame translation of the A. 

lyrata genome (Hu et al., 2011; Fahlgren et al., 2010) and used the HMMER package 

(Eddy, 1998, http://hmmer.janelia.org/) and Pfam Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for 

the PPR motif (http://pfam.janelia.org/) to identify and map PPR motifs to the six-

frame translation.  We mapped the six-frame translation motif positions back to 

genomic coordinates and compared them to gene annotations compiled by the Joint 

Genome Institute (Hu et al., 2011), and in some cases, to new annotations generated 

by the gene-finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997), GeneMark 

(Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998) and fgenesh 

(http://linux1.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fgenesh&group=programs&subgroup=g

find).  Any gene model containing a cluster of at least two exonic PPR motifs was 

considered a PPR gene candidate.  In order to isolate the RFL genes from the larger 

group of PPR genes, we sought to differentiate between PPR genes in the P and PLS 

subfamilies.  To accomplish this, we again used the HMMER package but with HMMs 

specific to the PPR motif subtypes and against the candidate PPR amino acid 

sequences rather than the whole genome.  Any gene containing at least 50% P 

subtype motifs was considered a P subfamily gene.  Based on this analysis, we found 

539 PPR genes in A. lyrata (315 P subfamily and 224 PLS subfamily).  

 

To ensure our annotation process was consistent with prior efforts to characterize 

PPR genes, we used the same method as above to re-annotate the A. thaliana 

genome using the TAIR10 genome assembly.  We identified 461 PPR genes (257 P-

type and 204 PLS-type).  A previous study (Lurin et al., 2004) found 441 PPR genes 

in A. thaliana (241 P-type and 200 PLS-type).  The version of the Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative (AGI) A. thaliana gene models available at the time included only 

421 out of the 441 genes identified by Lurin et al. (2004), and we used this smaller 

number as a basis of comparison since it is unclear whether the remaining 20 genes 

were ever included in subsequent A. thaliana genome releases.  Our re-annotation 

identified 413 of the 421 genes.  For these 413 genes, we compared our assignments 
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of PPR genes to P or PLS subfamilies to those described in Lurin et al. (2004) and 

found only 5 cases where the assignments differed. Several of these genes had low 

scoring PPR motif predictions and were borderline cases.  Given the similarity of our 

findings with those of Lurin et al. (2004), we are confident that our annotation process 

is consistent with previous work.  It is interesting to note that when the PPR 

transcripts are separated by subfamily and binned by number of predicted PPR motifs 

they contain, the pattern of expansion is different between the two subfamilies.  The P 

subfamily is expanded in A. lyrata across most of the bins (Figure 1A), whereas the 

PLS subfamily bin counts are roughly equivalent between species (Figure 1B).  Also, 

A. lyrata appears to have many more genes with five or fewer PPR motif predictions 

(Figure 1C).   

 

Different methods of identifying PPR motifs are useful under different circumstances.  

To differentiate between these different methods, we will use the term “peptide PPRs” 

for PPR motifs that are identified on the predicted peptide sequence of a gene.  The 

term “6-frame PPRs” will be used for PPR motifs identified on the 6-frame translation 

of the whole genome.  
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Figure 1.  Comparison of PPR gene sub-types in A. lyrata and A. thaliana. 
PPR genes from each species were binned by the number of peptide PPR motifs found in 
each translated gene.  A.  P-type genes.  B.  PLS-type genes.  C.  All PPR genes.  Color key 
shown in A. is the same for all three panels.  
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Identification of RFL Orthologs 

Orthologs can be defined as “…genes derived from a single ancestral gene in the last 

common ancestor of the compared species” (Koonin, 2005).  As we will show, A. 

lyrata often has multiple copies of PPR genes that are collinear with a single gene in 

A. thaliana.  Although ancestry was not always determined in this study, we will use 

the term ortholog or co-ortholog to describe genes that are related by both sequence 

similarity and collinearity, or, in cases where a gene in one species has no collinear 

ortholog in the other species, the unpaired gene and its best match in the other 

species.  In many cases we also sought to distinguish between orthologs that are 

found in collinear blocks and those that are not.  We will refer to these as collinear 

orthologs and non-collinear orthologs, respectively. 

 

Previous studies identified 28 RFL genes in A. thaliana (O’Toole et al., 2008; Fujii et 

al., 2011; Geddy and Brown, 2007).  Subsequent updates to A. thaliana gene models 

from TAIR split AT1G62910 and AT1G63580, adding AT1G62914 and AT1G64583, 

increasing the total number RFL genes to 30.  Lurin et al. (2004) marked several RFL 

genes as potential pseudogenes (AT1G62860, AT1G63230, AT1G63320, and 

AT1G63630), and one of these, AT1G62860, is annotated as a pseudogene in 

TAIR10.  In order to identify A. lyrata genes orthologous to A. thaliana RFL genes, we 

used a whole-genome alignment from a previous study (Fahlgren 2010) to plot 

comparative alignments of A. thaliana RFL genes and their orthologous regions in A. 

lyrata.  These plots often revealed extensive expansions of PPR genes in A. lyrata 

with as many as 6 collinear copies of a single A. thaliana gene.  There was only one 

locus where a single A. lyrata gene was found to have multiple collinear A. thaliana 

orthologs, as is discussed below.  In total, 41 A. lyrata collinear orthologs were found 

for 28 A. thaliana genes.  To identify non-collinear A. lyrata RFL genes and to confirm 

the genes found through whole-genome alignment, we created four neighbor-joining 

trees of the A. lyrata PPR-P subfamily using different substitution models and gap 

penalties.  As in A. thaliana (Howell et al., 2007; Fujii et al., 2011), the RFL genes in 

A. lyrata formed a distinctive clade of recently expanded genes and this grouping was 

largely consistent across all four trees (one of these is depicted in Figure 2).  The A. 

lyrata RFL clade includes nine genes that were not found by the collinear search and 
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four that were found by the collinear search, but at a sufficient distance from the 

collinear region to be considered non-collinear orthologs (Figure 2).  Two of the nine 

non-collinear genes were found adjacent to one another and roughly midway 

between the collinear orthologs of AT1G12620 and AT1G12700.  A third gene, Al-

RFL1_5179, was found at this locus but was not present in the A. lyrata RFL clade.  

Based on its proximity to, and sequence similarity with, other RFL genes, we 

considered it an RFL gene.  Two of the four neighbor-joining trees contained two 

sequences in the RFL clade that we did not consider RFL genes (Figure 2).  One 

predicted gene is just upstream of Al-RFL2_1393 and has two exons separated by a 

~4kb intron that consists almost entirely of unassembled sequence.  The PPR motifs 

are divided between the two exons.  While it seems likely that there is at least one 

additional PPR gene at this locus, the current assembly does not permit a high quality 

annotation.  The other predicted gene contains five PPR motifs but was short 

(~900bp) and was not in close proximity to other RFL or PPR genes.  The 

orthologous gene in A. thaliana is a PPR gene of ~2kb in size but is not part of the 

RFL clade.  It is predicted to contain up to eight PPR motifs.  We chose to exclude 

the A. lyrata gene from our analysis as it is likely a non-RFL pseudogene.  For RFL 

genes in either species with no collinear ortholog, we determined the most 

appropriate non-collinear ortholog by BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) alignment to other 

RFL protein sequences.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Neighbor-joining tree of A. lyrata P-type PPR peptide sequences. 
Red highlighted branches are RFL peptide sequences.  Gray branches are non-RFL PPR-P 
peptide sequences.  Two branches in the center of the RFL clade highlighted in black are not 
considered RFL sequences.    
 

A. thaliana genes AT1G63150 and AT1G63630 had no detectable collinear orthologs 

in A. lyrata.  For both genes, genomic alignments contain gaps in A. lyrata where 

collinear orthologs were expected, indicating likely insertions in A. lyrata or deletions 

in A. thaliana (Figure 3A).  BLASTN alignments of AT1G63150 against A. lyrata RFL 
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genes yielded many similar hits, the strongest of which were to Al-RFL2_629 and Al-

RFL2_894.  Al-RFL_629 does not have a collinear ortholog in A. thaliana.  Al-

RFL2_894 has a collinear ortholog but it is in a region that is highly diverged from A. 

thaliana (see additional discussion below).  Given the stronger nucleotide alignment, 

Al-RFL2_894 is considered the ortholog of AT1G63150 for future comparisons.  The 

A. lyrata genomic region that is orthologous to AT1G63630 is predicted to have 2 

PPR motifs in the 6-frame translation, but there is no predicted gene that overlaps 

those motifs (Figure 3B).  Interestingly, Lurin et al. (2004) marked AT1G63630 as a 

probable pseudogene in A. thaliana.  As with AT1G63150, the best match of 

AT1G63630 in A. lyrata is to a gene with no collinear ortholog, Al-RFL2_700.  The 

strongest alignment to Al-RFL2_700 in A. thaliana is to AT1G63230, but Al-

RFL2_700 is also a close match of AT1G63150.  It is possible that there were either 

lineage-specific expansions of Al-RFL2_894 and Al-RFL2_700, or that their ancestral 

genes experienced expansions prior to speciation, followed by a lineage-specific 

deletions. 

 

There were two instances of paralogous gene clusters found in A. lyrata some 

distance away from their A. thaliana orthologs.  One of these clusters was in the 

region orthologous to A. thaliana genes AT1G62910, AT1G62914, and AT1G6290, 

which contains collinear orthologs Al-RFL2_1417, Al-RFL2_1415, and Al-RFL2_1411.  

Two genes, Al-RFL2_1393 and Al-RFL2_1395, can be found approximately 10-15kb 

upstream of the collinear orthologs and these are closely related to the three A. 

thaliana genes (Figure 3C).  BLAST alignments of Al-RFL2_1393 against the three A. 

thaliana transcripts yielded nearly identical results (see Appendix 1 for BLAST 

output).  A peptide alignment shows a slightly better alignment to AT1G62930 but 

over a shorter sequence length.  Al-RFL2_1393 also closely aligns to AT1G62930 

and AT1G62910 but the AT1G62930 alignment is slightly better in both cases.  As 

noted above, the locus just upstream of Al-RFL_1393 contains a gene prediction that 

is disrupted by ~4kb of unassembled sequence.  This raises the possibility that there 

is a third gene to accompany Al-RFL2_1393 and Al-RFL2_1395, and that the entire 

region collinear to the A. thaliana genes has been duplicated. 
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The second non-collinear cluster of PPR genes includes Al-RFL1_5179 and Al-

RFL1_5181 (putative pseudogenes, see below) and Al-RFL1_5184.  The cluster is 

located approximately 50kb and 25kb away from collinear orthologs of AT1G12620 

and AT1G12700, respectively.  BLAST results indicate that all three genes are 

closely related to AT1G12620, AT1G12300, and AT1G12775 and somewhat less to 

AT1G12700.  Al-RFL_5181 had better BLAST alignment to AT1G12300 and those 

two genes were designated as non-collinear orthologs.  Al-RFL_5179 and Al-

RFL_5184 were designated as orthologs of AT1G12620 because of their stronger 

alignment to that A. thaliana gene. 
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Figure 3.  A. thaliana RFL genes without collinear orthologs in A. lyrata. 
Whole-genome alignment plots for the region surrounding A. AT1G63630 and B. AT1G63150 
and C.  AT1G62910, AT1G62914, and AT1G62930, and the orthologous regions in A. lyrata.  
Tracks from outermost to innermost are small RNA histogram, gene model (yellow), exons 
(blue), 6-frame PPR motifs (red), transposable elements (green), and aligned residues (black 
and grey lines).  PPR genes are labeled above the relevant gene model.  Small RNA 
histograms plot the number of reads in a scrolling window with a 1nt scroll and a 100nt 
window on both strands with upper and lower bars representing reads found on the Watson 
and Crick strands, respectively.  The maximum number of reads plotted is 50.  Size classes of 
20-24nt are represented from smallest to largest by the colors turquoise, blue, green, fuchsia, 
red, and dark red.  Aligned residues are connected by black lines if they lie within exonic 
sequence or grey lines if they are in intronic or intergenic sequence.  Alignment height is 
proportional to similarity on a scrolling average, calculated over a 100nt window with a 1nt 
scroll.  Only regions with an average sequence similarity between 50 and 100 percent are 
plotted.  The arrow glyph in the upper right corner represents the directionality of the lower 
track.  If the arrows point in different directions (as is the case in both plots), the lower tracks 
are reversed.  If the arrows point in the same direction, the lower tracks are not reversed. 
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Figure 3. 
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Annotation of RFL Pseudogenes 

We examined A. lyrata RFL genes in greater detail to identify probable pseudogenes 

and to assess the nature of the local expansions.  We identified seven probable 

pseudogenes in A. lyrata by using a combination of comparisons to A. thaliana 

orthologs, number of predicted peptide PPR motifs, gene structure, and 6-frame PPR 

overlaps with introns.  Three of these genes, Al-RFL2_1559, Al-RFL2_1211, and Al-

RFL2_911 had fewer than seven predicted peptide PPR motifs and had transcript 

lengths of less than 700nt (Appendix 2).  The other four genes, Al-RFL1_5291, Al-

RFL2_898, Al-RFL1_5179, and Al-RFL1_5181, were all at least 1000nt long and 

were predicted to have at least 5 peptide PPR motifs.  Al-RFL1_5291 is about half the 

length of its collinear ortholog, AT1G12775 and has half the number of predicted 

peptide PPR motifs.  Al-RFL1_5291 has a predicted intron at the 3’ end but high 

sequence similarity of the intronic sequence to exonic AT1G12775 sequence.  The 6-

frame PPR motifs occur continuously across the intron, indicating that the intron may 

be an attempt by the gene calling programs to avoid a frameshift mutation.  There are 

two PPR motifs predicted on the 6-frame translation just beyond the end of Al-

RFL1_5291, indicating that premature stop codons and possible deletions have 

disrupted the 3’ end of the gene (Appendix 2). 

 

The region that surrounds Al-RFL2_911, Al-RFL2_894, and Al-RFL2_898 is collinear 

with the region surrounding A. thaliana genes AT1G63320, AT1G63330, and 

AT1G63400, but the whole-genome alignment shows extensive segmental change 

between the two PPR-rich regions, including an ~15kb deletion in A. lyrata centered 

on Al-RFL2_894 (Figure 4A).  The whole-genome alignment split the orthology 

assignment of Al-RFL2_894 between AT1G63330 and AT1G63400, although it 

seems more likely that an insertion or deletion event took place adjacent to Al-

RFL2_894 and that Al-RFL2_894 is orthologous to only one of the A. thaliana genes 

(Figure 4A).  Further analysis revealed that AT1G63330 is closely related to another 

A. thaliana RFL gene, AT1G62590, and that the next gene downstream of 

AT1G63330, which is not a PPR gene, is related to the upstream neighbor of 

AT1G62590.  Therefore, AT1G63330 and AT1G62590 and their respective neighbors 

were likely part of an inverted duplication, but one that did not include AT1G63320.   
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Figure 4.  Evaluation of pseudogenes. 
A.  Whole genome alignment of the A. thaliana region between AT1G63320 and AT1G63400 
with ~15kb flanking sequences on both sides.  Features are as described in Figure 3.  B. and 
C. depict aligned transcripts for AT1G12300 / Al-RFL1_5181 and AT1G62670 / Al-
RFL2_1566, respectively.  Yellow bars represent spliced transcripts with the A. thaliana 
transcript in the upper position.  A vertical black line within the yellow transcript box indicates 
intron splice junction position.  Other tracks from outermost to innermost are 6-frame PPR_fs 
motifs (green), 6-frame PPR_ls motifs (light blue), and peptide PPR motifs (dark blue).  6-
frame motifs are mapped to the transcript with exon-intron overlaps indicated by a slight bulge 
at the boundary.  Aligned residues are joined by black (identical) or grey (mismatched) lines.    
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BLASTP alignments of the Al-RFL2_894 amino acid sequence to other A. thaliana 

PPR sequences did not provide definitive evidence for a particular orthology 

relationship.  Al-RFL2_894 has a roughly 80 percent sequence similarity with nine A. 

thaliana RFL peptide sequences.  AT1G63330 and AT1G63400 are marginally worse 

alignments than the other seven A. thaliana sequences, as well as several other non-

collinear A. lyrata RFL sequences (see Appendix 3 for BLAST results).  Given the 

inconclusive BLAST and genome-wide alignments, and the strong sequence 

homology between all three genes, we decided to categorize both AT1G63330 and 

AT1G63400 as collinear orthologs of Al-RFL2_894, despite the ~15kbp distance 

between them.  It should be noted that AT1G63150 was also categorized as a non-

collinear ortholog of Al-RFL2_894 due to BLAST similarity and the lack of a collinear 

ortholog for AT1G63150.  It is possible that the progenitor of this gene group had 

multiple lineage-specific expansions or that it existed in high copy number in a 

common ancestor and experienced independent deletions in each Arabidopsis 

lineage.  Al-RFL2_898 appears to be part of an insertion in A. lyrata, and although it 

is adjacent to Al-RFL_894, it aligns most closely to the non-collinear AT1G64100.  Al-

RFL2_898 has extensive evidence of pseudogenization.  Three introns were 

predicted, likely due to a frameshift mutation and in-frame premature stop codons.  A 

third intron prediction may be the result of the insertion of a low-complexity AT-rich 

segment.  Relatively large gaps between peptide PPRs, which are not normally 

observed, and several 6-frame PPRs that overlap intron-exon junctions suggest that 

Al-RFL2_898 is not a functional PPR gene.  AT1G63320 is adjacent to this highly 

diverged region and appears to have an additional insertion/deletion in the 

orthologous A. lyrata region.  There is a pseudogenic PPR gene, Al-RFL2_911, at the 

border of the insertion that we assigned to AT1G63320 as a collinear ortholog.  As 

stated earlier, this pseudogene is the only collinear ortholog that did not appear in the 

RFL clade (Figure 2).  

 

Neighboring genes Al-RFL1_5179 and Al-RFL1_5181 were both considered potential 

pseudogenes.  Al-RFL1_5179 has an ~1100nt transcript, which is somewhat shorter 

than other PPR transcripts, and only has five PPR motifs, suggesting that it is a 

pseudogene.  Al-RFL1_5181 appears to have a deletion that eliminated several PPR 
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motifs when compared to its non-collinear ortholog, AT1G12300 (Figure 4B).  In 

addition, a predicted intron seems likely to be an effort to avoid a premature stop 

codon.  While 6-frame PPR motifs are predicted to traverse this intron, peptide PPR 

motifs are not predicted to span it.  Thus, although there are 12 PPR motifs predicted 

by the 6-frame translation, only nine are predicted to occur in the peptide sequence.  

Al-RFL2_1566 is one of the six collinear orthologs of AT1G62670 and has a pattern 

similar to Al-RFL1_5181; disrupted PPRs on the 5’ end of the peptide sequence and 

an intron that seems to be predicted to bypass a stop codon (Figure 4C).  However, 

other evidence suggests that Al-RFL2_1566 may be functional.  The lack of similarity 

between Al-RFL2_1566 and AT1G62670 at the 5’ end could reflect an incorrectly 

predicted start codon.  A start codon further upstream would eliminate the intron but 

would still leave a truncated 6-frame PPR motif.  In Al-RFL2_1566, only the 6-frame 

PPR at the furthest 5’ end of the gene is disrupted, whereas in Al-RFL1_5181 the 

disruption is in the second and third 6-frame PPRs from the 5’ end.  Thus, although 

the structural characteristics of Al-RFL1_5181 and Al-RFL2_1566 are similar, 

evidence suggested that Al-RFL1_5181, but not Al-RFL2_1566, was a pseudogene. 

 

In total, we identified 51 RFL genes in A. lyrata, but because two A. lyrata genes had 

multiple orthologs in A. thaliana, 54 ortholog pairs were identified (Figure 5 and Table 

1).  Only genes in the A. thaliana large and small RFL clusters on Chromosome 1 

were represented by multiple co-orthologs in A. lyrata; the A. thaliana genes outside 

of the two clusters had only one ortholog each.  The four genes in the small A. 

thaliana RFL cluster had a total of 12 co-orthologs in A. lyrata with a minimum of two 

co-orthologs per A. thaliana gene and a maximum of 7 co-orthologs for AT1G12620.  

Within the large RFL cluster of 20 A. thaliana genes, two had no A. lyrata orthologs.  

The remaining 18 A. thaliana genes had 36 orthologs in total, of which 26 were 

collinear and 10 were non-collinear.  Three of the seven single-ortholog genes in the 

large genomic cluster are at the downstream edge of the cluster.  In general, non-

clustered RFL genes and RFL genes at the edge of the clusters were less likely to be 

duplicated.   
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Figure 5.  A. thaliana RFL co-orthologs found in A lyrata. 
Number of A. lyrata orthologs found for each A. thaliana RFL gene.  Collinear and non-
collinear orthologs are depicted by blue and red bars, respectively.  A. thaliana genes are 
grouped by cluster and ordered by position on the genome within each cluster. 
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Table 1.  A. lyrata RFL genes. 
RFL genes found in A. lyrata are listed in the first column with their A. thaliana ortholog(s) in 
the second column.  Column three indicates whether they are collinear orthologs.  Column 
four lists the transcript length. Column five lists which loci are considered pseudogenes.  A. 
lyrata gene names in the first column include information on chromosome and start position. 
 

  

Model Name A.t. Ortholog Collinear

CDS 
Length 

(nt) Pseudo
Al-RFL1_2385 AT1G06580 yes 1,503   no
Al-RFL1_4995 AT1G12300 yes 1,911    no
Al-RFL1_4999 AT1G12300 yes 2,307   no
Al-RFL1_5181 AT1G12300 no 1,602   yes
Al-RFL1_5122 AT1G12620 yes 1,866   no
Al-RFL1_5125 AT1G12620 yes 1,578   no
Al-RFL1_5127 AT1G12620 yes 1,866   no
Al-RFL1_5179 AT1G12620 no 1,098   yes
Al-RFL1_5184 AT1G12620 no 1,866   no
Al-RFL1_5213 AT1G12700 yes 1,920   no
Al-RFL1_5216 AT1G12700 yes 1,776   no
Al-RFL1_5291 AT1G12775 yes 1,062   yes
Al-RFL1_5296 AT1G12775 yes 1,701   no
Al-RFL2_1611 AT1G62590 yes 1,902   no
Al-RFL2_1557 AT1G62670 yes 1,863   no
Al-RFL2_1559 AT1G62670 yes 681      yes
Al-RFL2_1561 AT1G62670 yes 1,884   no
Al-RFL2_1566 AT1G62670 yes 1,419   no
Al-RFL2_1571 AT1G62670 yes 1,857   no
Al-RFL2_1575 AT1G62670 yes 1,881   no
Al-RFL2_5036 AT1G62670 no 2,172   no
Al-RFL2_1553 AT1G62680 yes 1,653   no
Al-RFL2_1521 AT1G62720 yes 1,476   no
Al-RFL2_1453 AT1G62860 yes 1,974   no
Al-RFL2_1458 AT1G62860 yes 2,070   no
Al-RFL2_629 AT1G62910 no 1,908   no
Al-RFL2_1417 AT1G62910 yes 1,890   no
Al-RFL2_1415 AT1G62914 yes 1,884   no
Al-RFL2_1393 AT1G62930 no 1,824   no
Al-RFL2_1395 AT1G62930 no 1,815   no
Al-RFL2_1411 AT1G62930 yes 1,860   no
Al-RFL2_1211 AT1G63070 yes 636      yes
Al-RFL2_1215 AT1G63070 yes 2,385   no
Al-RFL2_1201 AT1G63080 yes 1,872   no
Al-RFL2_1205 AT1G63080 yes 1,899   no
Al-RFL2_729 AT1G63130 no 1,857   no
Al-RFL2_1159 AT1G63130 yes 1,686   no

Al-RFL2_894
AT1G63330
AT1G63400
AT1G63150

yes
yes
no

1,887   no

Al-RFL2_700 AT1G63230
AT1G63630

no
no 1,509   no

Al-RFL2_1054 AT1G63230 yes 1,653   no
Al-RFL2_1082 AT1G63230 no 1,662   no
Al-RFL2_911 AT1G63320 yes 561      yes
Al-RFL2_464 AT1G64100 yes 1,656   no
Al-RFL2_898 AT1G64100 no 1,626   yes
Al-RFL2_112 AT1G64580 yes 1,365   no
Al-RFL2_109 AT1G64583 yes 1,812   no
Al-RFL3_7093 AT3G16710 yes 1,513   no
Al-RFL3_10057 AT3G22470 yes 1,857   no
Al-RFL7_6500 AT4G26800 yes 1,311    no
Al-RFL6_6831 AT5G16640 yes 1,515   no
Al-RFL7_21693 AT5G41170 yes 1,581   no
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Comparison of Structural Changes in RFL Genes 

Comparisons of gene structure between A. thaliana and A. lyrata orthologs yielded 

several interesting results.  AT1G63230, which Lurin et al. (2004) identified as a 

probable pseudogene, has one collinear ortholog, Al-RFL2_1054, and two non-

collinear orthologs, Al-RFL2_700 and Al-RFL2_1082.  All three A. lyrata orthologs are 

between 1500 and 1675 bp in length and contain 12 PPR motifs.  They also have 

similar structure, with a conserved 3’ intron that intersects the final 3’ PPR motif.  By 

contrast, AT1G63230 is only 972 bp in length with an ~500 bp 5’ UTR.  The 6-frame 

PPR analysis placed 2 PPR motifs within the long 5’ UTR.  It is likely that AT1G63230 

is shortened version of its A. lyrata orthologs and that mutations have created several 

nonsense codons in the 5’ end of the gene. These results are consistent with the 

proposal that AT1G63230 is a pseudogene.  

 

AT1G62860 was also identified by Lurin et al. (2004) as a probable pseudogene and 

it has two collinear orthologs in A. lyrata.  One ortholog, Al-RFL2_1453, has a 

predicted intron that may be the result of a frameshift mutation, but it still retains 15 

peptide PPR motifs that are nearly continuous across the peptide sequence, so there 

was insufficient evidence to consider it a pseudogene.  The other ortholog, Al-

RFL2_1458, has 17 PPR motifs and does not have the 5’ intron found in AT1G62860. 

These data suggest that Al-RFL2_1458 is a functional relative of AT1G62860 and 

further supports that AT1G62860 is non-functional. 

 

The structural differences between AT1G64100 and its single collinear ortholog, Al-

RFL2_464, are an interesting case.  Al-RFL2_464 has two fewer peptide PPR 

motifs, primarily from a truncation of the 3’ end of the gene and a frameshift 

mutation resulting in an ~100 bp intron.  However, it also has a deletion of 

approximately 45 bp that eliminates a sequence gap between two PPR motifs in 

AT1G64100.  Thus, in spite of the addition of an intron and a small deletion, PPR 

motifs are continuous along the Al-RFL2_464 peptide sequence (Figure 6A), which 

is expected for a canonical PPR protein.  It is possible that the small deletion was 

a favorable loss that improved the functionality of the A. lyrata gene.  It is, of 

course, also possible that the change occurred in A. thaliana and that the gene 
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can be functional without a strict tandem arrangement of the PPR motifs on the 

translated sequence. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.  Structural and genomic changes in PPR-rich regions. 
Features as described in Figure 4.  A.  Alignment plot of AT1G64100 (top) and Al-RFL2_464 
(bottom).  B.  Alignment plot of AT1G63070 (top) and Al-RFL2_1215 (bottom). 
 

 

AT1G63070 and its collinear ortholog Al-RFL2_1215 have significant structural 

differences but both have continuous PPR motifs across their predicted peptide 

sequence (Figure 6B).  AT1G63070 has a single predicted intron in a non-

orthologous location to the two predicted introns in Al-RFL2_1215 that fall within the 

PPR encoding region.  The intron farthest 3’ within Al-RFL2_1215 is ~2kbp long, 

which is atypical of A. thaliana genes, although it may not be for A. lyrata genes.  In 

spite of the structural differences, both genes are otherwise typical PPR genes.  

 

Al-RFL2_1415 is predicted to be longer and to have three additional PPR motifs 

when compared to its ortholog in A. thaliana, AT1G62914.  The farthest 3’ 6-frame 

A.

B.
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PPR motif in AT1G62914 overlaps the end of the gene, although there are no 

predicted motifs beyond the end of the gene.  This may indicate that a premature stop 

codon has pseudogenized AT1G62914 and that Al-RFL2_1415 is a functional 

relative. 

 

Al-RFL2_1395 has three fewer PPR motifs than its ortholog AT1G62910, two 

additional predicted introns, and intron-overlapping 6-frame PPR motifs.  One of the 

introns is the result of a 170bp gap in the A. lyrata genome assembly.  It is possible 

that the sequences surrounding the gap may be less accurate, making it difficult to 

determine the exact nature of the changes that took place at this locus. 

 

Putative A. lyrata co-orthologs of A. thaliana clade PPR genes were identified by both 

genome position and sequence similarity, but many A. lyrata co-orthologs had 

significant structural variation relative to their A. thaliana counterparts.  Structural 

variation included the number predicted introns, the number of predicted peptide 

PPRs, gene model truncation, and 6-frame PPR motifs that overlap exon-intron 

boundaries.  As we examined the ortholog sets in A. lyrata, we found that A. thaliana 

genes with single orthologs were more likely to have conserved structure than genes 

with multiple co-orthologs. 

 

Comparing the number of introns between orthologs can illustrate structural 

differences but it also suffers from certain biases.  The A. thaliana genome is much 

more thoroughly researched and its annotations have gone through many rounds of 

fine-tuning.  The A. lyrata genome is largely machine annotated and we observed that 

the machine annotations produced long genes with many introns, a pattern that is 

atypical of most A. thaliana genes.  It is more likely that these were cases of separate 

genes concatenated in error, which could inflate the number of introns in A. lyrata 

genes relative to A. thaliana.  Gene-calling algorithms can add introns to gene models 

in order to avoid an in-frame stop codon or frameshift insertions/deletions, which also 

inflates the number of introns, or results in the prediction of a coding region where 

none exists.  To minimize these biases we manually annotated certain genes, and 

sought to minimize the length of the gene models to maintain consistency with 
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canonical Arabidopsis genes, but this could have the effect of undercounting introns.  

As an alternate measure of structural change, we counted the number of PPR HMM 

calls from the 6-frame translation that overlapped non-coding regions of a gene.  PPR 

motifs that overlap introns or UTR regions may be indicators that the machine 

annotations is attempting to bypass internal stop codons.  We compared three 

measures for each ortholog pair: intron count, the number of PPR motifs found in the 

translated peptide sequence, and the number of PPRs from the 6-frame genome 

translation that overlap non-coding sequence.   

 

Thirteen single-ortholog pairs were found whereas 41 pairs are part of multi-gene 

ortholog groups.  The majority of the multi-ortholog groups contain a single A. 

thaliana gene and multiple A. lyrata genes, but two A. lyrata genes, Al-RFL2_700 and 

Al-RFL2_894, have multiple co-orthologs in A. thaliana.  In multi-ortholog pairs, the 

number of introns found in A. lyrata relative to A. thaliana ranged from three greater 

to three fewer, the number of peptide PPR motifs ranged five greater to eleven fewer, 

and the number of 6-frame PPR motifs overlapping non-coding DNA (introns and 

UTR regions) ranged from four greater to two fewer (Figure 7A).  For single-ortholog  

pairs, there was far less dispersion in the structural variation metrics (Figure 7A).  

Single-ortholog pairs had between two greater and one fewer introns, three greater 

and two fewer peptide PPR motifs, and one greater and one fewer 6-frame PPR 

motifs overlapping non-coding DNA regions in A. lyrata relative to A. thaliana (Figure 

7A).  The 54 ortholog pairs examined include pseudogenes and non-collinear 

orthologs, both of which are more likely to be diverged from one another.  We 

therefore calculated the same metrics but excluded non-collinear orthologs and any 

ortholog pair where either gene was considered a pseudogene (hereafter referred to 

as pseudogenic pairs).  The more conservative analysis included 12 single-ortholog 

pairs and 22 multi-ortholog pairs, and measurements of structural changes in the 

multi-ortholog group were similar to those in the single-ortholog group (Figure 7B).  A. 

lyrata genes in the multi-ortholog group had intron, peptide PPR, and 6-frame PPR 

overlaps differences ranging from two greater to three fewer, three greater to five 

fewer, and four greater to one fewer, respectively (Figure 7B).  For the single-ortholog 

group, A. lyrata had intron, peptide PPR, and 6-frame PPR overlaps ranging from one 
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greater to one fewer, three greater to one fewer, and one greater to one fewer, 

respectively (Figure 7B).  
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Figure 7.  Comparison of gene structure in ortholog pairs. 
Comparison of the number of peptide PPR motifs with number of introns (left panels) and 
number of 6-frame PPR motifs that map to introns or UTR sequence (right panels).  Circles 
and diamonds represent the existence of an ortholog pair with the specified structural 
differences.  The number of ortholog pairs represented by each symbol is color coded 
according to the key at the top of the figure.  Diamond symbols represent pairs from the multi-
ortholog group and circles represent pairs from the single-ortholog group.  Scales for both 
vertical and horizontal axes represent the number of structural elements found in A. lyrata 
minus the number found in A. thaliana.  Thus, positive numbers represent a greater number of 
elements in A. lyrata than A. thaliana.  A. Comparison of all 54 ortholog pairs.  B. Comparison 
of only collinear non-pseudogenic pairs. 
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Physically Distant RFL Paralogs Clade Together 

Although orthology relationships were determined by collinearity, there were several 

A. lyrata RFL genes whose sequences were more similar to A. lyrata RFL genes in 

other collinear ortholog groups than to their collinear orthologs in A. thaliana.  These 

conflicting results were observed in BLAST alignments as well as on certain branches 

of the gene phylogeny.   

 

As noted above, A. thaliana RFL genes are primarily grouped in two genomic clusters 

on Chromosome 1.  Within these genome-scale clusters, individual RFL genes are 

sometimes found adjacent to one another but individual genes, or groups of genes, 

are separated by 17–200kb of sequence.  A. lyrata RFL genes are also distributed in 

two gene clusters but with a higher average gene density at each locus.  The most 

parsimonious explanation for this pattern is that the duplication events that created 

the widely spaced RFL genes took place before the A. thaliana and A. lyrata lineages 

diverged.  After the lineage split, local duplications or deletions created the observed 

density differences where single A. thaliana RFL genes have multiple A. lyrata co-

orthologs.  If this were the case, one would expect to find collinear orthologs more 

related to each other than to RFL genes in other collinear groups because there was 

less time to diverge.  Yet in several cases we observed that A. lyrata genes were 

more similar to distant paralogs than to their A. thaliana orthologs, even though the 

paralog was a collinear ortholog to a different A. thaliana gene.  In order to examine 

this pattern in greater detail, we prepared a phylogeny of the combined non-

pseudogenic collinear orthologs from both species (Figure 8).  We observed two 

branches where A. lyrata genes tended to be more similar to each other than to their 

respective collinear orthologs.  Within the large genomic cluster of A. lyrata RFL 

genes, there were two clades of A. lyrata genes that are separate from a single group 

of their A. thaliana orthologs.  One of these A. lyrata groups includes five co-orthologs 

to AT1G62670 (Figure 8A1), which might be expected if the expansion in A. lyrata 

took place after the two species diverged.  However, this same group includes 

orthologs of AT1G62590, AT1G62910, and AT1G62914 that are 36kb, 136kb, and 

138kb away, respectively, from the closest ortholog of AT1G62670 or AT1G62680.  

The co-orthologs of AT1G62910 and AT1G62914 might also be explained by lineage-
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specific expansions, however, these eight genes span ~200kb of sequence and 

individually have collinear orthologs with which we would expect to them to form 

phylogenetic groups.  The second set of 4 A. lyrata genes from the large genomic 

cluster (Figure 8A2) includes three genes that are adjacent to each other and one 

gene that is ~300kb away.  The corresponding A. thaliana genes from the large 

cluster also form their own distinct clade (Figure 8B).  A similar pattern was observed 

for the small genomic cluster with two clades of A. lyrata genes (Figure 8C1 and 8C2) 

separated from a single clade of four A. thaliana genes (Figure 8D).  The A. thaliana 

genes span 171kb and the A. lyrata genes span 301kb.  The separate A. thaliana and 

A. lyrata clades are surprising because collinear orthologs are expected to branch 

together. In contrast, RFL ortholog pairs found outside or at the edge of the gene 

clusters paired together (Figure 8, lower portion).  Although recent expansions in the 

A. lyrata RFL genes may confound the use of phylogenies for this purpose, the 

grouping of paralogs into clades was unexpected. 
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Figure 8.  Phylogeny of collinear non-pseudogenic RFL transcript sequences. 
Maximum likelihood tree of collinear non-pseudogenic orthologs.  A. lyrata genes are 
highlighted and labeled with the A. lyrata gene name followed by the A. thaliana ortholog.  
Bootstrap values appear adjacent to branch points.  A1 and A2.  Clades of A. lyrata genes 
from the large genomic cluster.   B.  Clade of A. thaliana genes from the large genomic 
cluster. C1 and C2.  Clades of A. lyrata genes from the small genomic cluster.  D.  Clade of A. 
thaliana genes from the small genomic cluster. 
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Presence of a Collinear Ortholog to the Radish Rf Gene 

A single PPR gene (Rfo) was shown to rescue two different types of CMS in radish 

(Brown et al., 2003; Koizuka et al., 2003).  The Rfo gene is in a cluster of three 

tandemly arranged PPR genes with no collinear orthologs in A. thaliana, in spite of 

the extensive collinearity in the surrounding region (Brown et al., 2003).  We sought 

to determine whether the A. lyrata genomic region collinear with the Radish Rfo gene 

contained a PPR-encoding gene.  The genomic region in A. thaliana that is collinear 

with the Radish Rfo locus is between AT1G63670 and AT1G63720, which is found on 

Chromosome 1 between positions 23,617,767 and 23,635,856 in TAIR10 (Brown et 

al., 2003).  In A. lyrata, this A. thaliana region maps to an inverted region between 

positions 714,410 and 752,591 on Scaffold_1, which contains a single RFL gene, Al-

RFL2_729.  A BLASTP alignment of the Radish Rfo peptide sequence against a 

combination of A. thaliana and A. lyrata RFL peptide sequences revealed that Radish 

Rfo is most similar to the A. thaliana peptide sequences encoded by AT1G62860, 

AT1G64100, and their respective orthologs in A. lyrata, with sequence identities 

between 54% and 66%.  Surprisingly, Al-RFL2_729 was not one of the strongest 

matches with only 46% sequence identity to Radish Rfo.  Brown et. al (2003) found 

that the Radish Rfo gene is most closely related to three other RFL genes in A. 

thaliana, including AT1G63630 that is 40kb upstream of where the collinear ortholog 

was expected, which was inconsistent with our BLAST results.  This difference was 

reconciled when the BLAST results were sorted by percent identity rather than by bit 

score.   When sorted by percent identity, AT1G63630 is one of the three A. thaliana 

genes with the highest level of sequence identity to Radish Rfo, but over only 257 

residues.  The peptide sequences discussed above have alignment lengths of at least 

500 amino acids (see Appendix 4 for a summary of BLAST results).  Although a 

collinear ortholog to Rfo is present in A. lyrata, the sequences of the two gene 

products are highly diverged. 

 

 

Conservation of TAS Genes and Functional tasiRNA 

As discussed earlier, small RNA derived from TAS1 and TAS2 genes have been 

found to target RFL transcripts, and in some cases, to trigger the production of PPR-
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derived phased small RNA.  Genome-wide alignments revealed that TAS1b, TAS1c, 

and TAS2 are conserved in A. lyrata but that TAS1a is absent (Figure 9).  The 

regions that flank the aly-TAS1b gene and the region orthologous to the ath-TAS1a 

gene are rich in transposable elements and produce large quantities of 24nt small 

RNA, which are generally associated with heterochromatin (Figure 9A-B).  The region 

surrounding aly-TAS1c and aly-TAS2 is less diverged (they are adjacent to one 

another) than the flanking regions around aly-TAS1b and aly-TAS1c (Figure 9C).   
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Figure 9.  Conservation of TAS genes. 
Whole-genome alignments are presented as in Figure 3.  A.  TAS1a.  B.  TAS1b.  C.  TAS1c 
and TAS2 

ath-TAS1a

ath-TAS1b

aly-TAS1b

ath-TAS1c ath-TAS2

aly-TAS1c aly-TAS2

A.

B.

C.
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TAS1 and TAS2 transcripts produce tasiRNA (ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-), ath-TAS1b 3'D4(-), 

ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-), ath-TAS1c 3'D10(-), ath-TAS2 3’D6(-), ath-TAS2 3'D9(-), ath-

TAS2 3'D11(-), and ath-TAS2 3'D12(-)) that are either predicted or validated to target 

PPR transcripts in A. thaliana.  We searched for similar tasiRNA sequences in A. 

lyrata TAS transcript sequences and in previously sequenced small RNA libraries 

(Fahlgren et al., 2010) and found only five out of eight small RNA that matched 

perfectly.  All four PPR-targeting tasiRNA sequences from A. thaliana TAS2 are 

perfectly conserved in A. lyrata (Figure 10A).  There are two insertions in A. lyrata 

between the miR173-guided cleavage site and the TAS2 3’D6(-) ortholog, but these 

insertions only increase the number of cycles that are traversed before the TAS2 

3’D6(-) ortholog is reached.  Thus, the ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) sequence is found in the 

ninth cycle in A. lyrata and the other three tasiRNA sequences are also shifted three 

cycles forward.  These insertions have not disrupted the phase position of the 

sequences.  ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) is still in phase with the miR173-guided cleavage site 

while other three sequences are processed 2nt phase forward, just as they are in A. 

thaliana. 

 

One out of five TAS1 tasiRNA that target PPR transcripts in A. thaliana were found 

perfectly conserved in A. lyrata.  The ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-) sequence is conserved on 

the aly-TAS1c transcript but in cycle 11 rather than cycle 6 because of three 

insertions between the miR173-guided cleavage site and the A. lyrata locus 

orthologous to ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-) (Figure 10B).  Ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) can be aligned to 

an orthologous locus in aly-TAS1c, but there are three nucleotide substitutions when 

the sequences are compared.  It is interesting to note that there are three insertions 

in the aly-TAS1c transcript sequence between the miR173-guided cleavage site and 

the ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) ortholog and that the total number of inserted residues is 105, 

which is an exact multiple of 21.  This is similar to the insertions in TAS2 and the 

result is conservation of phase position, even if the sequence itself is not conserved.  

A closer sequence match to ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) is found on the aly-TAS1b transcript 

at positions 661 to 681 and has only one nucleotide substitution.  Although tasiRNA 

reads corresponding to this exact locus were not found in the sequencing libraries, 
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tasiRNA from adjacent positions also have the potential to target ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) 

orthologous sites and are found in the sequencing libraries, as will be covered in 

greater detail below.  The closest match to ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) is also found at cycle 4 

in aly-TAS1b (Figure 10C), but the sequence has three nucleotide substitutions, one 

of which changes the 5’ terminal residue from a U to an A.  aly-TAS1b 3’D4(-) was 

sequenced 137 times in four libraries.  The closest match to ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) was 

aly-TAS1b 3’D9(-) but with two nucleotide substitutions (not at the 5’ start site). 
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Figure 10.  Transcript alignments for conserved TAS genes. 
Nucleotide alignments of TAS gene transcripts.  A.  TAS2.  B.  TAS1c.  C.  TAS1b.  Aligned 
transcripts (horizontal yellow bars joined by black and grey lines) are shown as in Figure 6.  
miR173-guided cleavage sites are labeled.  Validated PPR-targeting tasiRNA are shown as 
blue boxes in a separate track.  Outer tracks display the number of 21nt and 22nt small RNA 
reads sequenced from each position of the transcript, to a maximum of 50.  Small RNA 
sequenced from the positive strand are shown above the horizontal axis while those 
sequenced from the negative strand are shown below the axis.  
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Figure 10. 
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Phased tasiRNA Production in A. lyrata 

In order to compare tasiRNA production in A. thaliana and A. lyrata, we aligned 21nt 

small RNA reads derived from wild-type A. thaliana and A. lyrata to TAS1 and TAS2 

transcripts, recapitulated the A. thaliana phase score measurements, and compared 

them to phase scores in A. lyrata.  The use of phase scores to identify phased small 

RNA was formalized using small RNA libraries from wild-type A. thaliana and RDR2-

defective mutants (Howell et al., 2007).  Each position on a transcript is given a 

phase score based on the number of reads that align to downstream in-phase 

positions that are within a particular calculation window.  The general formula for 

calculating the phasing score ! is  

! = ln 1 + !!

!

!!!

!!!

,! > 0 

where ! is the number of 21nt cycles in a calculation window, ! is the number of 

reads whose alignment starts at the transcript position specified by the !!! cycle, ! is 

the number of occupied in-phase cycles in the scanning window, and ! is a minimum 

threshold for read occupancy, which can be adjusted by the user to make the 

measure more or less stringent.  Reads that align to the negative strand are shifted 

downstream by two positions to account for the 2nt 3’ overhang left by DCL 

processing. It can be seen that larger values of c could lead to greater values of P as 

reads from additional downstream cycles are added.  Using larger values of m will 

require a greater number of occupied cycles (n) in order for P to be greater than 0.  

For this study we used the values ! = 8 and ! = 2.  Thus, each phase score was 

calculated using the cumulative number of reads at the starting position and seven 

downstream positions, each separated by 21nt.  Because m was set to two, read 

occupancy at three cycles was required for the value of P to be greater than 0.  In 

addition, we required the presence of at least three reads at any position to be 

included in the occupied cycles count.  Phasing peaks that are in the same 21nt 

register as the original miR173-guided cleavage site will be referred to as phase 0 

peaks.  If they occur in a cycle that is derived from x positions forward from the 

miRNA-guided cleavage site, they will be referred to as phase x peaks.  Similarly, 
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tasiRNA derived from cleavage-concordant cycles may be referred to as being in 

phase 0. 

 

In ath-TAS1b, raw read peaks in concordance with the miR173-guided cleavage site 

were the most prominent, although there were also several peaks from non-

concordant phases (Figure 11A, A. thaliana upper panel).  It is interesting to note that 

Howell et al. (2007) observed only one major raw read peak, which was in phase 0, 

cycle 7.  In the current study, there are two relatively high phase 0 peaks in cycles 6 

and 9 as well as a phase 17 peak in cycle 5 that is the maximum for this transcript 

(Figure 11A, A. thaliana upper panel).  The phase plots reflect this strong non-

concordant phase signal (Figure 11A, A. thaliana lower panel).  Phase 0 had the 

highest phase score of 33 but was closely followed by small RNA in phase 17 with a 

maximum phase score of 32.  When small RNA reads from these two phases were 

summed across all cycles, they accounted for 76 percent of all small RNA reads 

aligned to ath-TAS1b.  The highest phase score in aly-TAS1b was 38 and occurred in 

phase 0, however, after cycle 7, secondary peaks in phase 1 were higher than those 

of phase 0 (Figure 11A, A. lyrata lower panel).  There were also a large number of 

reads from phase 2, primarily from the 3’ side of the transcript and phase scores from 

phase 2 reached a maximum of 13.  Reads from phases 0, 1, and 2 comprised 65 

percent of the total number of reads from aly-TAS1b.   

 

In ath-TAS1c, the miR173 cleavage-concordant phase signal was initially the 

strongest, with a maximum peak score of 26  (Figure 11B, A. thaliana lower panel).  

However, phase 0 peaks were quickly eclipsed by phase 1 peaks, which reached a 

maximum score of 38.  The amplitude of the phase shift was similar to that found by 

Howell et. al (2007), in which the phase 1 to phase 0 RPM-normalized read ratio for 

cycles 1-5 was 1:5.  In cycles 6-10, the same ratio was 22:1.  In this study, the ratio of 

phase 1 to phase 0 RPM-normalized reads was 1:26 in cycles 1-4, before the phase 

1 reads exceeded those of the cleavage-concordant peaks.  In the next 4 cycles, the 

ratio was 6:1.  While the amplitude of the shift was similar to that found by Howell et 

al. (2007), it occurred one cycle forward in our study and the higher ratio was found in 

phase 0 reads rather than phase 1 reads.  Summing reads in cycles 1-5 and 6-10, we 
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found that the ratios were 1:7 and 13:1 respectively.  In A. lyrata, cleavage-

concordant phase scores rose to a maximum of 54 and were never exceeded by 

phase 1 scores, which achieved a maximum of 42 (Figure 11B, A. lyrata lower panel).  

Cycles 1, 4, 5, and 9 from phase 0 had RPM-normalized read counts of greater than 

1,000 RPM and the total number of phase 0 reads was 9,095 RPM.  The sum of 

phase1 reads across all cycles was 4,506 RPM, with cycles 10 and 15 having RPM-

normalized read counts over 1,000 RPM.  Between cycles 1 and 9, the ratio of phase 

1 to phase 0 reads was 1:34 while in the subsequent 9 cycles the ratio was 12:1.  

While phase 2 did not have any cycles with read counts over 1,000 RPM, it did have 

two phases with read counts of over 500 RPM and total reads for this phase were 

2,113 RPM.  Reads from phase 0, phase1, and phase 2 accounted for 48 percent of 

all reads from aly-TAS1c.   

 

A. thaliana TAS2 phasing in this study was dominated by cleavage-concordant phase 

peaks.  The two dominant RPM-normalized read peaks were in cycles 3 and 9 

containing 5,068 and 3,029 RPM, respectively.  Phase 1 reads were somewhat 

abundant with a total of 1,527 RPM, primarily from phase 9, which produced 839 

RPM.  No other phase achieved a total read count of more than 300 RPM.  The 

relative abundance of phase 0 reads ensured that phase scores from phase 0 were 

highest in nearly every cycle, with a maximum phase score of 54 (Figure 11C, A. 

thaliana lower panel).  Reads from phase 0 of A. lyrata TAS2 were also in high 

abundance but were not as dominant relative to out-of-phase reads as in A. thaliana. 

In A. lyrata, cycles 4 and 5 in phase 0 produced 5,386 and 7,797 RPM, respectively.  

Reads in phase 1 were present in greater numbers starting in cycle 9, with a peak at 

cycle 10 of 2,756 RPM.  The ratio of phase 1 to phase 0 reads in cycles 1-8 was 

106:1 and between cycles 9-16 was 4:1.  Phase scores for phase 0 peaked at 48 and 

phase 1 phase scores peaked at 41 (Figure 11C, A. lyrata lower panel).  The overall 

portion of reads in phase 0 and phase 1 was 73 percent.   
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Figure 11.  Phased small RNA from TAS transcripts. 
TAS1b, TAS1c and TAS2 transcripts are depicted with two plots for each transcript.  
Horizontal axes represent the length of the entire transcript.  The top plot displays the number 
of reads found at each position of the transcript.  Reads are normalized by library size (reads 
per million reads in the library).  The lower plot depicts phase scores for each position on the 
transcript, plotted at the first position of the eight-cycle window.  miR173 target sites are 
shown in red.  Reads and phase scores that are in the same phase as the cleavage site are 
colored red for 15 cycles after the cleavage site.  A 21nt scale bar is in the upper right corner 
of each pair of plots.  A.  Phased small RNA from TAS1b.  B.  Phased small RNA from TAS1c.  
C.  Phased small RNA from TAS2. 
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Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 (Continued). 
 

 
 

 

When all phase plots for A. thaliana and A. lyrata in Figure 11 are compared, the A. 

lyrata phasing signals appear more dispersed in both occupancy and amplitude than 

the A. thaliana phasing signals.  This observation is borne out when occupancy and 

amplitude are examined more closely.  The phase signals from ath-TAS1b were 

particularly discrete, with 12 out of 21 phases having a score of 0 (Figure 11A).  In 

contrast, every phase in aly-TAS1b had a score, ranging between 3 and 38 (Figure 

11A).  Similarly, TAS1c in A. thaliana has 11 phases with no score while in A. lyrata, 

every phase has a score of at least 10 (Figure 11B).  In this respect, aly-TAS2 and 

ath-TAS2 are the most similar with 4 and 2 phases having a score of 0, respectively.  

Not only are a greater number of phases occupied in A. lyrata, the non-concordant 

phase score amplitudes comprise a larger portion of the total phase scores.  To 

C.
A. thaliana

A. lyrata
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quantify this observation, we used Shannon’s entropy as a measure of phase score 

dispersion according to the following formula:  

 

− !! ∗
!"

!!!

!"#!"(!!) 

 

 

where p is the cumulative phase score across all cycles for a particular phase divided 

by the sum of all phase scores, and i is the phase number.  Entropy values 

approaching 1 indicate a highly dispersed set of phase scores while values 

approaching 0 indicate that phase scores are concentrated in a smaller number of 

phases.  In A. thaliana, the entropy values for TAS1b, TAS1c, and TAS2 are 0.43, 

0.59, and 0.69 respectively.  In A. lyrata, the values are 0.82, 0.92, and 0.90.  The 

higher entropy values found in A. lyrata highlight the noisier tasiRNA processing from 

TAS transcripts.  

 

 

miRNA Targeting of RFL Transcripts 

In A. thaliana, miR161.1, miR161.2, and miR400 have been experimentally shown to 

guide cleavage of RFL transcripts and in some cases miRNA from more than one 

MIRNA gene will target the same transcript. (Allen et al., 2004; Howell et al., 2007; 

German et al., 2008; Addo-Quaye et al., 2008).  We sought to determine how many 

of the miRNA-target relationships were conserved between A. lyrata and A. thaliana 

and the frequency of target formation and loss.  We used the TargetFinder program 

(Fahlgren et al., 2007; available at http://carringtonlab.org/resources/targetfinder) to 

evaluate the ability of the miRNA sequences to target PPR transcripts.  TargetFinder 

aligns small RNA to potential target transcripts and assigns a target score to the 

alignment based on factors that are known to impact targeting.  A score of zero 

indicates a perfect alignment while scores of greater than four indicate an unlikely, 

though not impossible, target relationship.  For this study, a predicted target is one 

with a score of four or less.  For each RFL ortholog pair, we compared the presence 
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or absence of predicted miRNA targeting against the transcript sequences and 

compared the TargetFinder scores when both orthologs were predicted targets. 

 

We analyzed each pair of orthologs individually, separating any pairs that included a 

pseudogene, hereafter referred to as pseudogenic pairs.  We first looked for complete 

gain or loss of miRNA targeting in either species.  In A. thaliana, none of the four RFL 

genes in the small genomic cluster on Chromosome 1 are targeted by miRNA.  In A. 

lyrata, 7 out of 9 small cluster orthologs are targeted by at least one of the three 

miRNA with a score of 3 or 4.  Only Al-RFL1_5213 and Al-RFL1_5296, orthologs of 

AT1G12700 and AT1G12775, respectively, are not predicted miRNA targets.  Al-

RFL1_4999, a collinear co-ortholog of AT1G12300, and Al-RFL1_5184, a non-

collinear co-ortholog of AT1G12620 were each predicted targets of two different 

miRNA unlike their orthologs, which are not predicted miRNA targets (Figure 12A and 

12B). AT1G64100 and its ortholog Al-RFL2_464 (Figure 12C) were the only other 

case where an A. lyrata RFL transcript was predicted to be a miRNA target when its 

A. thaliana ortholog was not.  Conversely, Al-RFL2_5036 and Al-RFL2_109 are not 

predicted miRNA targets while their A. thaliana orthologs are.  In both of these cases, 

the target scores in A. thaliana were three or greater.   

 

Because RFL transcripts are often targeted by more than one miRNA, there were 

many individual miRNA targeting gain/loss events between the two species that did 

not result in a complete loss of miRNA targeting.  There were 18 instances of A. 

thaliana miRNA-target pairs with no corresponding target in A. lyrata, and only two of 

these had target scores of less than 3.  The first of these is the ortholog pair 

AT1G63080 and Al-RFL2_1201 where AT1G63080, is predicted to be targeted by 

miR400 and miR161.2 with scores of 4 and miR161.1 with a score of 2.5 (Figure 

12D).  Only miR400 is predicted to target Al-RFL2_1201 but with a strong score of 1 

(Figure 12D).  It is interesting that both orthologs have at least one strong target 

score but from different miRNA.   The second ortholog pair is AT1G62590 and Al-

RFL2_1611 (Figure 12E).  Both are predicted targets of miR400 (scores of 2 and 1, 

respectively) but are predicted targets of different miR161 variants.  The target 
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prediction score of miR161.2 on AT1G62590 is 1 and score for miR161.1 on Al-

RFL2_1611 is 2.5.   
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Figure 12.  miRNA-guided cleavage sites on RFL transcripts. 
Pairwise ortholog transcript alignments for A.  AT1G12300 / Al-RFL1_4999.  B. AT1G12620 / 
Al-RFL1_5184.  C.  AT1G64100 / Al-RFL2_464.  D.  AT1G63080 / Al-RFL2_1201.  E.  
AT1G62590 / Al-RFL2_1611.  Alignment and PPR motif features shown as in Figure 4.  Three 
additional feature tracks are shown.  The outermost track for each transcript displays a per-
position histogram of 21nt and 22nt small RNA reads with perfect alignments to the transcript.  
Histogram bars above the horizontal axis indicate alignments to the sense strand of the 
transcript while bars below the axis indicate alignment to the antisense strand.  The maximum 
number of reads shown is 50.  Innermost two tracks show small RNA-guided cleavage sites.  
The innermost track indicates miRNA- and tasiRNA-guided cleavage positions with labels and 
vertical lines, but only for those small RNA that have been validated to target RFL transcripts 
in A. thaliana.  The outer of the two tracks depicts each predicted tasiRNA-guided cleavage 
site as a vertical line.   
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Figure 12. 
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AT1G12300 / AL-RFL1_4999

B.
AT1G12620 / AL-RFL1_5184
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Figure 12 (Continued). 
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Figure 12 (Continued). 
 

 
 
 
We found 15 A. lyrata transcripts targeted by miRNA where the corresponding 

targeting was absent in A. thaliana, five of which had a target score of less than three.  

Two ortholog pairs, AT1G62590 / Al-RFL2_1611 and AT1G64100 / Al-RFL2_464, 

were discussed above.  Two cases involved the same gene, Al-RFL2_894, which is 

collinear with AT1G63330 and AT1G63400, and is the non-collinear ortholog of 

AT1G63150.  Al-RFL2_894 is targeted by all three miRNA with scores of 2 or 2.5.  

AT1G63150 is not a predicted target of miR400 but is targeted by miR161.1 and 

miR161.2, with target scores of 4 and 1.5, respectively.  Similarly, AT1G63330 is not 

targeted by miR161.1 but is targeted by miR400 and miR161.2 with target scores of 3 

and 1, respectively.  AT1G63400 is targeted by all three miRNA.  The fifth A. lyrata 

target is Al-RFL2_1215 is a predicted target of miR161.1 with a target score of 2.5, 

while its ortholog AT1G63070 is not a predicted miR161.1 target.   

 

It is interesting that RFL transcripts from the six non-clustered genes had few 

changes in targeting.  Four of the six had identical targets and target scores and one 

had a 0.5 shift in target score.  Only AT1G06580 / Al-RFL1_2385 had significant 

differences, with the loss of miR161.2 targeting in A. lyrata and a slight change in the 

E.
AT1G62590 / AL-RFL1_1611
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miR400 target score from 0 in A. thaliana to a 1 in A. lyrata.  In total, only 4 of the 12 

predicted target scores changed for the non-clustered ortholog pairs.  Out of a total of 

91 miRNA target loci, 33 had a gain or loss in predicted miRNA targeting.  Out of 58 

cases of conserved miRNA targeting, 37 target scores changed, though the vast 

majority were small changes in value.  Target scores changed by a value of more 

than 2 in only three ortholog pairs.  One of these ortholog pairs, AT1G63080 / Al-

RFL2_1201 was discussed above.  The second ortholog pair, Al-RFL2_1575 is 

targeted by miR161.2 with a score of 0 while its ortholog, AT1G62670, is targeted 

with a score of 4.  The third ortholog pair had a nearly identical pattern; Al-

RFL2_1417 has a miR161.2 score of 0 and AT1G62910 has a score of 4.  

 

Ortholog pairs that included putative pseudogenes were also analyzed for target 

gain/loss events.  There were several gains / losses of miRNA targeting but when 

targeting was conserved, the change in target score was never greater than 0.5.  A. 

lyrata genes in the small genomic RFL cluster that are putative pseudogenes were 

generally not predicted targets of miRNA,  All three A. lyrata genes appear to be 

truncated copies of their A. thaliana counterparts, which may explain their lack of 

targets.  Only miR400 was predicted to target Al-RFL1_5181 in the small cluster, but 

with a high score of 4.  From the large genomic cluster, miRNA targeting was 

completely conserved in thee out of nine ortholog pairs:  AT1G62670 / Al-

RFL2_1559, AT1G63070 / Al-RFL2_1211 and AT1G63230 / Al-RFL2_1054.  The 

pseudogene AT1G62860 has two collinear co-orthologs, Al-RFL2_1453 and Al-

RFL2_1458.  Both A. lyrata transcripts contain miR161.2 targets whereas 

AT1G62860 contains only a miR161.1 target site.  Three non-collinear pseudogenic 

ortholog pairs had a loss of miR161.1 targeting in A. lyrata while the remaining two 

pseudogenic pairs have no predicted miRNA target sites.  Overall, within the non-

pseudogenic group, 64% of target sites were conserved (58 out of 91 target sites) 

whereas among the pseudogenic pairs, only 44% of target sites were conserved (8 

out of 18).  Figure 13 displays conservation of miRNA targeting for each ortholog pair.  
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Figure 13.  miRNA target scores and conservation. 
A.  The first and second columns are A. thaliana and A. lyrata gene models, respectively.  
Collinear orthologs are shown with red text, non-collinear with black text.  Non-pseudogenes 
are shaded grey.  miRNA are listed at the top with targets scores in sub-columns At for A. 
thaliana and Al for A. lyrata.  Scores are shown in the body of the table.  If more than one 
target exists on a transcript, the best score is listed.  B.  Number of conserved and unique 
miRNA target sties from pairwise comparisons of gene orthologs.  Counts are summarized at 
4 levels: collinear pairs, non-collinear and collinear pairs (i.e. non-pseudogenic pairs), 
pseudogenic pairs, and all pairwise comparisons.  These are specified as Collinear, Non-
pseudo, Pseudo, and All, respectively.  
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miR400 miR161.1 miR161.2

A. thaliana gene A. lyrata gene At Al At Al At Al

AT1G06580 Al-RFL1_2385 0 1 3.5 3.5 4
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_4995 3
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_4999 3 4
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5122 4
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5125 4
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5127 4
AT1G12700 Al-RFL1_5213
AT1G12700 Al-RFL1_5216 3
AT1G12775 Al-RFL1_5296
AT1G62590 Al-RFL2_1611 2 1 2.5 1
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1557 3 2 3 2.5 4 4
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1561 3 2 3 2.5 4 4
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1566 3 4 3 4 4 4
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1571 3 3 2.5 4 2
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1575 3 3 3 2.5 4 0
AT1G62680 Al-RFL2_1553
AT1G62720 Al-RFL2_1521 1 1
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_1417 4 3 3 2.5 3 0
AT1G62914 Al-RFL2_1415 4 2 4 2.5 3 2
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1411 3 3 3 2.5 3
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1215 3.5 3 2.5 3.5
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1201 4 1 2.5 4
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1205 4 3 2.5 2 4 3.5
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_1159 3 3 3 3 3 3.5
AT1G63330 Al-RFL2_894 3 2 2.5 1 2
AT1G63400 Al-RFL2_894 4 2 2.5 2.5 2 2
AT1G64100 Al-RFL2_464 3 2
AT1G64580 Al-RFL2_112 3 3
AT1G64583 Al-RFL2_109 4 3.5 4
AT3G16710 Al-RFL3_7093 2.5 2 4
AT3G22470 Al-RFL3_10057 2 2
AT4G26800 Al-RFL7_6500 4 4
AT5G16640 Al-RFL6_6831 4 4 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.5
AT5G41170 Al-RFL7_21693 3.5 3.5 1 1
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5184 4 4
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_5036 3 3 4
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_629 4 3 3 3 1.5
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1393 3 3 4 3
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1395 3 3 3 2.5 3 3.5
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_729 3 3 3 3 1.5
AT1G63150 Al-RFL2_894 2 4 2.5 1.5 2
AT1G12775 Al-RFL1_5291
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1559 3 3 3 2.5 4 3.5
AT1G62860 Al-RFL2_1453 4 2
AT1G62860 Al-RFL2_1458 4 2
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1211 3.5 3.5
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_1054 3 3.5 3 3
AT1G63320 Al-RFL2_911
AT1G64100 Al-RFL2_898
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_5181 4
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5179
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_1082 3 3 3
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_700 3 3 3
AT1G63630 Al-RFL2_700 3 2.5 3
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TasiRNA Targeting of RFL Transcripts 

As a first step in examining tasiRNA targeting of PPR transcripts, we identified small 

RNA sequences that aligned perfectly to TAS transcripts separately for each species 

and retained only those that were 21nt or 22nt in length and were represented by at 

least two reads.  We used the TargetFinder program to identify potential PPR targets 

of these selected tasiRNA.  In doing so, we observed that tasiRNA target predictions 

appear in clusters along the target transcript.  Prior studies that validated PPR targets 

found evidence for more than one cleavage site on certain transcripts (Yoshikawa et 

al., 2005; Allen et al., 2004).  Because tasiRNA are processed imperfectly by DCL4, 

targeting of an RFL transcript by one tasiRNA often appears to be accompanied by 

potential, possibly weak, targeting by other tasiRNA that originate from adjacent start 

positions on the same TAS transcript.  In examining the conservation of tasiRNA 

targeting, we evaluated not only the eight tasiRNA that were previously validated to 

target PPR transcripts (hereafter referred to as validated tasiRNA), but also the 

presence or absence of tasiRNA target clusters, which could indicate maintenance of 

targeting even in the absence of validated tasiRNA targets.  Because many PPR 

transcripts are predicted targets of the same tasiRNA at more than one locus, each 

target locus was analyzed separately.  The term orthologous target locus (OTL) will 

be used to indicate a tasiRNA target cluster and its orthologous locus on an 

orthologous transcript.  For consistency, a single tasiRNA target site is also 

considered a cluster.  For example, the first cluster of tasiRNA targets on AT1G62910 

has a single ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) target site.  AT1G62910 has two co-orthologs in A. 

lyrata, but only one of these has a cluster of tasiRNA targets at the orthologous locus 

that contains an aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) target site (aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) is the ath-TAS2 3’D6(-

) orthologous RNA).  In this example there are two OTLs (one for each ortholog pair), 

but targeting is conserved in only one.  When non-validated tasiRNAs are discussed, 

the tasiRNA sequence will be identified in relation to the TAS locus from which it is 

derived and will include species (ath and aly for A. thaliana and A. lyrata, 

respectively), TAS transcript name, start position when aligned to the TAS transcript, 

strand, and length.  For instance, ath-TAS2_776_-_22 is a 22nt tasiRNA derived from 

the negative strand of TAS2 starting at position 776.  Read counts provided in this 

section are raw read counts. 
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We first examined targets of ath-TAS2 3’D6(-), which is the primary tasiRNA involved 

in triggering secondary siRNA production from RFL transcripts, and its ortholog aly-

TAS2 3’D9(-).  There are 24 predicted OTLs between the two species, only two of 

which are associated with pseudogenes.  Within the non-pseudogenic pairs, 11 OTLs 

have conserved targeting, three OTLs have ath-TAS2 3’D6(-)-specific targeting, and 

8 OTLs have aly-TAS2 3’D9(-)-specific targeting.  In the 11 OTLs with conserved 

targeting, ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) is often the tasiRNA with the lowest 

score and highest abundance within the cluster.  Only AT1G63130 is targeted by a 

more abundant tasiRNA with a lower targeting score, and this was another validated 

tasiRNA, ath-TAS2 3’D9(-).  Of the five OTLs where ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) targeting is 

unique to A. thaliana, two ortholog pairs, AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5291 (a 

pseudogene) and AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5296 (Figure 14A), have corresponding 

tasiRNA target clusters but no aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) target.  Their lowest target scores of 

3.5 and 4 are high but similar to the score of 3 that is found in A. thaliana.  Ath-TAS2 

3’D6(-) and ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) target within the same cluster on AT1G12775 and are 

represented by 129 and 90 reads, respectively.  Although ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) has the 

lowest target score (3) within its target cluster, it is not the tasiRNA with the highest 

read count.  ath-TAS2_842_-_22 is processed one nucleotide upstream of ath-TAS2 

3’D9(-) and is the most abundant tasiRNA targeting this cluster with 801 reads.  

Because it is 22nt in length, it is predicted to cleave AT1G12775 at the same site as 

ath-TAS2 3’D9(-).  The orthologous tasiRNA cluster in A. lyrata contains only two 

target sites, one of which is targeted by aly-TAS2 3’D12(-), which has both the 

highest read count (37) and lowest score (4) within this small cluster of targets. A 

summary of ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) targeting can be found in Figures 

15A and 15B. 

 

Ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) targeting is present in 27 OTLs, 9 of which are 

on pseudogenic pairs, a much higher proportion than ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2 

3’D9(-) (Figures 15A and 15B).  Only 2 of the18 OTLs on non-pseudogenic pairs 

contained conserved targets in both RFL orthologs.  AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5296 

targeting is one of the two conserved loci and was discussed above.  Targeting was 
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also conserved in AT3G22470 / Al-RFL3_10057.   ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) has the lowest 

target score (2) within the target cluster on AT3G22470, but ath-TAS2_842_-_22 is 

also predicted to target this cluster with a higher score of 2.5.  On Al-RFL3_10057, 

aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) has the lowest target score of 2.  aly-TAS1c_458_-_21 also targets 

this cluster and has the highest read count (1132) but a high target score of 4.  Five 

of 18 non-pseudogenic OTLs contained targets specific to A. thaliana.  Four of these 

five contained tasiRNA target clusters in A. lyrata.  Only one out of eleven A. lyrata 

specific OTLs contain corresponding tasiRNA target clusters in A. thaliana, a lower 

proportion than the A. thaliana-specific clusters.  This lone OTL on AT5G16640 

(Figure 14B) is targeted only by ath-TAS2 3’D6(-), whereas the A. lyrata target cluster 

contains both an aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) target and an aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) target.  The 

remaining 10 OTLs with A. lyrata-specific targeting are all in the small genomic cluster 

of RFL genes and represent four A. thaliana genes and eight A. lyrata genes.  One A. 

lyrata transcript, Al-RFL1_5127, contains three non-conserved aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) 

target sites in three separate OTLs.  Al-RFL1_5296 has two aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) target 

sites within a single OTL, whereas its ortholog AT1G12775 has only one (Figure 

14A).  The only non-pseudogenic small cluster transcript in A. lyrata that lacks an aly-

TAS2 3’D12(-) target site is Al-RFL1_5216 (Appendix 3).  There are nine OTLs in 

pseudogenic pairs, although this represents only six A. thaliana genes, two of which 

are pseudogenes with multiple co-orthologs.  Six of nine OTLs have conserved ath-

TAS2 3’D9(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D12 targeting, two ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) targets have no 

corresponding tasiRNA target cluster in A. lyrata, and one aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) target 

has no corresponding tasiRNA target cluster in A. thaliana. 

 

The targeting and conservation pattern of ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) is distinctive in several 

ways.  Within the 14 non-pseudogenic OTLs with A. thaliana-specific ath-TAS2 

3’D11(-) targets, ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) never has the lowest target score or the highest 

number of reads in the tasiRNA target cluster that surrounds it.  ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) is 

21nt in length, is excised 2 phases forward from the cleavage-concordant phase, and 

has a read count of 67.  The 21nt tasiRNA generated 1nt downstream in phase 3, 

ath-TAS2_886_-_21, has a read count of 114 and targets with an equal or lower 

target score in every A. thaliana PPR transcript targeted by ath-TAS2 3’D11(-).  
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These two tasiRNA generally do not have the lowest target scores in their target 

cluster, however lower scoring tasiRNA had read counts no higher than 11 in all of 

the targeted transcripts.  A. lyrata targeting displays a pattern similar to that of A. 

thaliana.  In the 8 conserved OTLs, aly-TAS2 3’D14(-), with a read count of 189, has 

neither the lowest scores nor the highest read count within the target clusters.  

Another tasiRNA, aly-TAS2_662_-_21, which is orthologous to ath-TAS2_886_-_21 

(it is processed from the orthologous position 1nt downstream from aly-TAS2 3’D14(-) 

and has the same sequence as ath-TAS2_886_-_21) is represented by 301 reads, 

which is the highest read count in all 8 OTLs, and in three cases is tied for the best 

target score.  Other tasiRNA with targets in these clusters are represented by a 

maximum of 32 reads.  Thirteen of the 14 OTLs with A. thaliana-specific targeting 

contain tasiRNA target clusters in A. lyrata, and 6 of these contain predicted aly-

TAS2_662_-_21 targets.  There are only two OTLs on pseudogenic pairs of which 

one is conserved and one has A. thaliana-specific targeting (Figures 15A and 15B).  

 

Ath-TAS2 3’D12(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D15(-) targets are present in 22 OTLs on non-

pseudogenic pairs, 11 of which are conserved targets in both species (Figures 15A 

and 15B).  Only 1 OTL has A. thaliana-specific targeting while 10 have A. lyrata-

specific targeting.  In A. thaliana, there are several tasiRNA that are at least as 

abundant as ath-TAS2 3’D12(-), which is represented by 71 reads and is processed 

in phase 2.  Ath-TAS2_904_-_21, ath-TAS2_905_-_21, and ath-TAS2_907_-_21 are 

processed from phases 0, 1, and 3 of the same cycle and are represented by 75, 68, 

and 113 reads, respectively.  Ath-TAS2 3’D12(-) is tied with at least one of these 

other three tasiRNA for the lowest target score in 9 out of 11 OTLs, and the lowest 

score in the other two OTLs is produced by ath-TAS2_904_-_21.  All four tasiRNA 

have the lowest target score in the second cluster on AT1G64100.  In A. lyrata, aly-

TAS2 3’D15(-) is tied for the lowest target score in 9 out of the 11 conserved OTLs, 

though with only 18 reads, it is never the most abundant tasiRNA in any OTL.  In all 8 

OTLs, aly-TAS2_682_-_21, with 24 reads processed from phase 1 in cycle 15, is 

slightly more abundant than aly-TAS2 3’D15(-) and shares its low score.  Out of 10 

OTLs with A. lyrata-specific targeting, 8 contain A. thaliana tasiRNA target clusters.  

For these OTLs, the tasiRNA with the lowest target scores in A. thaliana are 
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predominantly derived from phases 6, 7, and 8 in cycle 14, but all are of relatively low 

abundance with read counts of no greater than 11.  The most abundant A. thaliana 

tasiRNA with targets in the 8 OTLs is from phase 3 of cycle 11 and is represented by 

114 reads, but its target score of 3.5 is high compared to the best scoring tasiRNA, 

which have target scores of 0.5.  In A. lyrata, aly-TAS2 3’D15(-) targets have the 

lowest score in four of ten OTLs but three of these four OTLs map to the same A. 

lyrata gene, Al-RFL2_894, which has three non-collinear co-orthologs in A. thaliana 

(Figures 14C-E).  All three A. thaliana transcripts have tasiRNA target clusters 

orthologous to aly-TAS2 3’D15(-) but none are predicted to include ath-TAS2 3’D12(-) 

targets.  Similar to the A. thaliana targeting, tasiRNA sequences derived from phases 

5, 6, or 7 were responsible for the lowest target score in four of the remaining 10 

OTLs.  A. lyrata target scores were generally higher in OTLs with A. lyrata-specific 

targeting, with an average target score of 2.3, than in OTLs with conserved targeting, 

which had an average of 1.3.  It should be noted that within the two OTLs with no 

tasiRNA target cluster in A. thaliana, the A. lyrata clusters are comprised of a single 

target less than 15nt away from the next cluster in A. lyrata.  However, ath-TAS2 

3’D12(-) does not target either neighboring cluster so these do represent potential 

gain or loss of targeting. 

 

Although ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-) is conserved in A. lyrata as aly-TAS1c 3’D11(-), it has 

very few targets in either species.  The only conserved targeting is in two separate 

OTLs on AT5G41170 and Al-RFL7_21693, where target scores of 2.5 and 3.5 were 

observed.  Aly-TAS1c 3’D11(-) has 3 targets in A. lyrata that are not conserved in A. 

thaliana, although all A. thaliana loci have tasiRNA target clusters at the orthologous 

locus.  There is only one ortholog pair in which an ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-) target was 

present in A. thaliana but absent in A. lyrata.  Although an orthologous tasiRNA target 

cluster is present on the A. lyrata transcript, there are only 5 unique tasiRNA 

sequences that target the A. lyrata transcript, all of which have target scores of 4 and 

are of low abundance with no more than 28 reads.  There are no pseudogenic pairs 

targeted by either ath-TAS1c 3’D6(-) or aly-TAS1c 3’D11(-).  
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Figure 14.  TasiRNA-guided cleavage sites on RFL transcripts. 
All panels are pairwise ortholog alignments with multiple feature tracks, as described in Figure 
12.  A.  AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5296.  B.  AT5G16640 / Al-RFL6_6831.  C.  AT1G63330 / Al-
RFL2_894.  D.  AT1G63400 / Al-RFL2_894.  E.  AT1G63150 / Al-RFL2_894. 
 
  

A.
AT1G12775 / AL-RFL1_5296

B.
AT5G16640 / AL-RFL6_6831
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Figure 14 (Continued). 
 

 
 

  

C.
AT1G63330 / AL-RFL2_894

D.
AT1G63400 / AL-RFL2_894
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Figure 14 (Continued). 
 

 
  

E.
AT1G63150 / AL-RFL2_894
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The remaining validated tasiRNA sequences, ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-), ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-), 

and ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-), were not found in A. lyrata sequencing libraries or transcript 

sequences.  Ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) targeting is found in 14 OTLs, 10 of which have no 

corresponding target clusters in A. lyrata.  The four OTLs with tasiRNA target clusters 

were associated with two genes in A. thaliana, AT1G12300 and AT1G412700.  The 

relevant OTL on AT1G12300 is targeted by only four tasiRNA whereas the 

corresponding clusters on co-orthologs Al-RFL1_4995 and Al-RFL1_4999, which 

have identical sequences at the target locus, have predicted targets for 17 tasiRNA 

from aly-TAS1b and aly-TAS1c.  The aly-TAS1b locus that produces these tasiRNA is 

between positions 554 and 580 on the aly-TAS1b transcript sequence, a region that 

overlaps a 34bp insertion/deletion when compared to A. thaliana (Figure 16A).  This 

34bp sequence is similar to a sequence on the aly-TAS1c transcript between 

positions 552 and 585, which also overlaps an insertion / deletion when compared to 

ath-TAS1c (Figure 16B), and which is the source of aly-TAS1c-derived tasiRNA that 

target Al-RFL1_4995 and Al-RFL1_4999.  Although there are sequence similarities 

between these two tasiRNA-producing regions on aly-TAS1b and aly-TAS1c, the aly-

TAS1b tasiRNA are produced primarily from a region that is absent in A. thaliana, 

whereas the aly-TAS1c tasiRNA are produced from a region that is present in A. 

thaliana.  In spite of the presence of an orthologous ath-TAS1c locus, only ath-

TAS1c_580_-_21 is predicted to target an RFL transcript, AT1G12775.  The paucity 

of RFL-targeting tasiRNA from this A. thaliana locus is attributable to three changes in 

the TAS1c nucleotide sequence between A. thaliana and A. lyrata, two of which 

improve the alignment to the target loci in A. lyrata and one of which is neutral.  

These are complemented by four changes in the target sequence, all of which 

enhance the complementarity of A. lyrata tasiRNA to the target locus (Figure 16C).  

AT1G12700 and its co-orthologs have a similar pattern.  A small cluster of four 

tasiRNA target sites on AT1G12700 is orthologous to larger clusters of targets sites 

on Al-RFL1_5216 and Al-RFL1_5213 (Figure 16D).  The tasiRNA that target these 

regions are derived from the same locus as those that target the co-orthologs of 

AT1G12300, although there is more variation among the tasiRNA that are predicted 

to target Al-RFL1_5216 and Al-RFL1_5213 because their target sequences are not  
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Figure 15.  Pairwise comparison of tasiRNA targeting.   
A.  Comparison of validated tasiRNA targeting for ortholog pairs. Gene models are shown as 
in Figure 13.  Validated tasiRNA are listed at top.  For each tasiRNA, the number of species-
specific OTLs found in each species is listed in the first two sub-columns, At for the A. thaliana 
and Al for A. lyrata.  Numbers in bold italics indicates the presence of an orthologous tasiRNA 
target cluster in the other species.  The third sub-column (Co) displays the number of OTLs 
where the validated tasiRNA targets both species.  Backgrounds for each number are shaded 
as a heat map with blue corresponding to zero and dark orange corresponding to four.  The 
Novel Clusters column depicts target clusters without validated tasiRNA targeting.  B.  
Summary of the number of conserved and unique tasiRNA target sties from the pairwise 
comparisons of gene orthologs presented in Figure 15A.  Data presented as in Figure 13B.  
Dark bars above either the A. thaliana or A. lyrata blocks represent the proportion of OTLs that 
have corresponding tasiRNA target clusters.  Thus, if the green A. thaliana block is labeled 
with a 12 and has a dark bar extending across one quarter of its length, there are 12 OTLs in 
which the validated tasiRNA targets only A. thaliana, of which 3 have tasiRNA target clusters 
in the orthologous position in A. lyrata.   
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Figure 15. 
 

A. 
 

 
 

 
  

ath-TAS2 
D6(-)

ath-TAS2 
D9(-)

ath-TAS2 
D11(-)

ath-TAS2 
D12(-)

ath-TAS1c 
D6(-)

ath-TAS1a 
D9(-)

ath-TAS1b 
D4(-)

ath-TAS1c 
D10(-) Novel Clust

A. thaliana gene A. lyrata gene At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl At Al Cl

AT1G06580 Al-RFL1_2385 1 0 0 1 1 0
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_4995 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_4999 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5122 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5125 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5127 0 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G12700 Al-RFL1_5213 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G12700 Al-RFL1_5216 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G12775 Al-RFL1_5296 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G62590 Al-RFL2_1611 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1557 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1561 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1566 1 0 0 2 0 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1571 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1575 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
AT1G62680 Al-RFL2_1553 1 1 1 3 3 1
AT1G62720 Al-RFL2_1521 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_1417 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
AT1G62914 Al-RFL2_1415 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1411 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1215 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1201 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1205 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_1159 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
AT1G63330 Al-RFL2_894 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G63400 Al-RFL2_894 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
AT1G64100 Al-RFL2_464 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G64580 Al-RFL2_112 1 0 0
AT1G64583 Al-RFL2_109 0 4 0
AT3G16710 Al-RFL3_7093 2 2 1
AT3G22470 Al-RFL3_10057 1 1 1 2 4 2
AT4G26800 Al-RFL7_6500 1 0 0 1 1 0
AT5G16640 Al-RFL6_6831 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 3 0
AT5G41170 Al-RFL7_21693 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 0
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5184 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_5036 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_629 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1393 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1395 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_729 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G63150 Al-RFL2_894 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
AT1G12775 Al-RFL1_5291 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1559 1 0 0 2 0 0
AT1G62860 Al-RFL2_1453 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
AT1G62860 Al-RFL2_1458 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1211 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_1054 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G63320 Al-RFL2_911 1 0 0
AT1G64100 Al-RFL2_898 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G12300 Al-RFL1_5181 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
AT1G12620 Al-RFL1_5179 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_1082 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_700 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
AT1G63630 Al-RFL2_700 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
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Figure 15 (Continued). 
 
B. 
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identical to one another.  The target sequence on Al-RFL1_5216 is identical to that on 

AT1G12700, whereas Al-RFL1_5213 contains several nucleotide substitutions in the 

target region.  Of the 10 OTLs with no tasiRNA cluster in A. lyrata, three are co-

orthologs of AT1G63930, two of which are non-collinear.  An additional six OTLs with 

A. thaliana-specific targeting were found in pseudogenic pairs, two of which included 

tasiRNA clusters in A. lyrata.  AT1G62860 is considered a pseudogene in A. thaliana 

but has two co-orthologs in A. lyrata, Al-RFL2_1453, which we have categorized as a 

pseudogene, and Al-RFL2_1458.  Although Al-RFL2_1453 did not have a target 

cluster strictly orthologous to the ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) target site, there is a target 

cluster less than 10 nucleotides away.  Al-RFL2_1458 has an unambiguous 

orthologous target cluster.  Another pseudogene, Al-RFL1_5181, is a co-ortholog of 

AT1G12300.  TasiRNA from the same locus that target the other AT1G12300 co-

orthologs and the AT1G12700 co-orthologs also target these three A. lyrata 

transcripts at positions orthologous to the ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) targets.   
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Figure 16.  TasiRNA biogenesis and targeting. 
A.  Partial alignment of A. thaliana and A. lyrata TAS1b transcript sequences with original 
positions periodically indicated above the transcript line.  Matching regions are shown in black, 
mismatched regions in grey.  TasiRNA locus 1 and tasiRNA locus 2 produce tasiRNA that 
target loci orthologous to ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-)  and ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) orthologous sites, 
respectively.  B.  Partial alignment of TAS1c with identical residues highlighted in black.  The 
sequence immediately below the alignment labeled “aly-TAS1b 34bp indel” is sequence 
identified in panel A.  The locus labeled “aly-TAS1c tasiRNA” produces tasiRNA that target 
loci orthologous to ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) orthologous sites.  C.  Alignment of two orthologous 
target sites and their associated tasiRNA.  Top two sequences are aligned targets with 
nucleotide substitutions shown on the top sequence as lower case letters.  Alignment of 
complementary Al-RFL1_4995 and aly-TAS1c_559_-_21 are shown by a series of colons and 
periods and can be used to calculate target score.  Colons indicate a perfect match, periods 
indicate a wobble match, and a blank space indicates non-matching residues.  Details of 
target scoring can be found in the Methods section.  Alignment of orthologous tasiRNA is 
shown in the lower two sequences.  D.  Alignment of an orthologous multi-target loci and 
tasiRNA producing regions of TAS1c transcripts.  Alignment features shown as in panel C.  
Numbers in first and last rows indicate target scores for tasiRNA whose alignment starts at 
aligned position on the TAS transcript.  Numbers in bold italics indicate that the target score is 
0.5 greater than the integer indicated (e.g. 4.5 rather than 4).  Underlined numbers highlight 
tasiRNA sequences found in the sequencing library. 
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Figure 16. 
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On non-pseudogenic pairs, ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) targets are present in 10 OTLs, 5 of 

which contain orthologous tasiRNA target clusters in A. lyrata (Figures 15A and 15B).  

The 10 OTLs are related to 5 transcripts in A. thaliana with AT1G12620 alone 

represented in four OTLs because of the high number of co-orthologs present in A. 

lyrata.  As discussed above, a comparison of ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) and its orthologous 

sequence in A. lyrata, aly-TAS1c_670_-_21, revealed the presence of three 

nucleotide substitutions.  Four OTLs in A. lyrata with target clusters orthologous to 

ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) are targeted by aly-TAS1c_670_-_21 and other tasiRNA derived 

from adjacent positions on the TAS1c transcript, including aly-TAS1c_669_-_21, 

which is in phase 1 rather than phase 2 and has both the lowest target score and the 

greatest number of reads in each cluster.  In the fifth conserved OTL, Al-RFL1_5216 

is targeted by three tasiRNA derived from aly-TAS1b rather than aly-TAS1c.  These 

aly-TAS1b tasiRNA are derived from positions 659 through 683 and tasiRNA from 

this region, along with tasiRNA from the region around aly-TAS1c_669_-_21, also 

target ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) orthologous sites on pseudogenic pairs, where six out of 

eight OTLs contain tasiRNA target clusters.  Aly-TAS1c_670_-_21 is the most 

abundant tasiRNA and has the lowest target score in five out of six OTLs on 

pseudogenic pairs, while aly-TAS1c_669_-_21 has that status in the sixth.  Although 

both TAS gene and target sequences have diverged over time, it seems likely that 

tasiRNA from the ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) orthologous locus in A. lyrata continue to target 

these transcripts, along with tasiRNA from aly-TAS1b.  

 

The five ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) associated OTLs are limited to two pseudogenic A. 

thaliana transcripts, AT1G62860 and AT1G63230, and their five co-orthologs in A. 

lyrata (Figures 15A and 15B).  Although there are three nucleotide substitutions 

between ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) and its ortholog aly-TAS1b_448_-_21, tasiRNA from the 

aly-TAS1b_448_-_21 locus continue to target RFL transcripts.  For these five OTLs, 

ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) targeting invariably occurs in the same cluster as ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) 

targeting, which is conserved in all five A. lyrata orthologs.  On both A. thaliana 

genes, the ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) / ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) clusters are targeted only by 

tasiRNA derived from ath-TAS2 and ath-TAS1b.  In contrast, A. lyrata target clusters 

also have aly-TAS1c-derived tasiRNA targets sites.  The locus on aly-TAS1c that 
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produces these tasiRNA overlaps a 63bp sequence between positions 402 and 464 

on the aly-TAS1c transcript that is absent in A. thaliana.  A re-examination of the ath-

TAS2 3’D9(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) targeting revealed that out of 17 OTLs where an 

ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) orthologous cluster is present in A. lyrata, 13 contain aly-TAS1c 

targets derived from the 63bp insertion, although 8 of these are targeted by only 1 

tasiRNA, aly-TAS1c_456_-_21.  None of the A. thaliana ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) target 

clusters in the 17 OTLs contained ath-TAS1c-derived targets.  Thus, it appears that 

A. thaliana has a somewhat homogenized targeting profile at these target loci when 

compared to A. lyrata. 

 

When looked at more broadly, there are several changes in targeting by perfectly 

conserved tasiRNA that are worth noting.  When only target clusters are considered, 

ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) and ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) targets appeared to have less stable targeting 

than ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) and ath-TAS2 3’D12(-) (Figure 15B).  Clusters in which ath-

TAS2 3’D6(-) and ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) targets are present were conserved in 12 of 22 

and 7 of 18 OTLs, respectively.  This contrasts with ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) and ath-TAS2 

3’D12(-) clusters in which 21 of 22 and 20 of 22 OTL clusters were conserved.  When 

the physical clusters of RFL genes on the genome are considered, another set of 

differences appear.  Ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) targets only one transcript from the small 

genomic RFL gene cluster in A. thaliana, whereas its ortholog aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) 

targets 10 out of the 12 transcript from the small cluster genomic cluster in A. lyrata. 

 

There were many tasiRNA target clusters that were not associated with previously 

validated tasiRNA in A. thaliana or their orthologous RNAs in A. lyrata (hereafter 

referred to as novel clusters or novel OTLs).  A total of 95 novel clusters were 

identified, the majority of which are lineage-specific.  Thirty-five clusters are specific to 

A. thaliana, 56 are specific to A. lyrata, and 4 are conserved (Figures 15A and 15B).  

Two of the four conserved clusters are less than 50nt apart on AT3G22470 and Al-

RFL3_10057.  The 5’ cluster on AT3G22470 consists of a single tasiRNA target with 

a score of 4.  The tasiRNA, ath-TAS1a_602_-_21, is processed from a start position 

2nt downstream from the ath-TAS1a 3’D9(-) start position and the two sequences 

largely overlap.  The orthologous A. lyrata cluster is potentially targeted by 12 
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tasiRNA, all with a target score of 4, and all originating from the same loci in aly-

TAS1b and aly-TAS1c that were identified as targeting ath-TAS1a orthologous sites.  

The cluster sizes are reversed in the 3’ clusters with nine A. thaliana tasiRNA targets 

compared to only one in A. lyrata.  All A. thaliana tasiRNA that target this locus are 

derived from TAS2 in phases 10-13 and are of relatively low abundance, with 

between 2 and 34 reads.  AT1G62680 and Al-RFL2_1553 also have a conserved 

target cluster of just one target site.  The tasiRNA that target these sites are from the 

same locus as ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-) but are 21nt in length.  The 

fourth conserved pair of novel clusters is on AT3G16710 and Al-RFL3_7093 and 

involves only one target site with a high target score and targeting tasiRNA of low 

abundance (6 and 8, respectively). 

 

The 91 remaining novel OTLs represent 22 unique clusters on 15 A. thaliana RFL 

transcripts and 58 unique clusters on 33 A. lyrata RFL transcripts.  The A. lyrata 

clusters are, on average, targeted by a greater number of tasiRNA.  There were 43 

predicted tasiRNA target sites in the 22 A. lyrata target clusters as compared to 206 

predicted target sites in the 58 A. lyrata clusters, although 40 of these targets were 

present on just one transcript, Al-RFL1_5184.  Targets on A. thaliana transcripts 

generally had high target scores.  There were 31 targets with a score of 4, 9 targets 

with a score of 3.5, 3 targets with a score of 3, and no targets with scores below 3.  

Although the majority of A. lyrata target loci also had high target scores, there were 

24 target loci that had a score of less than 3.  The majority of tasiRNA that are 

targeting the novel clusters are derived from regions that we have examined as part 

of the validated tasiRNA targeting analysis.  The regions surrounding the seven 

validated tasiRNA account for 30 out of 43 total targets in A. thaliana.  The three 

regions on aly-TAS1b, two regions on aly-TAS1c, and four regions on aly-TAS2 

account for 141 of the 206 targets in A. lyrata.  
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The various ways in which tasiRNA derived from aly-TAS1b and aly-TAS1c 

compensated for the missing TAS1a ortholog is reflected in the number of unique 

tasiRNA sequenced.  In A. thaliana, there were ten unique tasiRNA derived from ath-

TAS1b and the ratio of ath-TAS1b tasiRNA to ath-TAS1c tasiRNA was 10:50 (Figure 

17A).  In contrast, the ratio of ath-TAS1a tasiRNA to ath-TAS1c tasiRNA is 40:50.  In 

A. lyrata, the ratio of aly-TAS1b tasiRNA to aly-TAS1c tasiRNA is 59:101, which is 

lower than that of ath-TAS1a:ath-TAS1c but higher than that of ath-TAS1b:ath-

TAS1c.  Another difference between the tasiRNA populations and their targets is the 

ratio between tasiRNA that are predicted to target RFL transcripts and those that are 

predicted to target any PPR transcript.  In A. thaliana, between 40 and 45 percent of 

PPR-targeting ath-TAS1-derived tasiRNA are predicted to target RFL transcripts.  

This contrasts with tasiRNA derived from ath-TAS2, where 85 percent of PPR-

targeting transcripts are predicted to target RFL transcripts.  A. lyrata has a much 

more consistent targeting profile with between 63 to 74 percent of PPR-targeting 

tasiRNA from all A. lyrata TAS1/TAS2 sources targeting RFL transcripts (Figure 17A).   

 

Because the 5’ nucleotide is a key factor in determining AGO pairing (Mi et al., 2008; 

Montgomery, Howell, et al., 2008; Takeda et al., 2008), a pervasive shift in 5’ terminal 

nucleotide composition might indicate a change in the prominence of AGO1 (5’U 

preference) or AGO2 (5’A preference) in effecting tasiRNA targeting.  In examining 

the conservation of validated tasiRNA, we observed several examples of nucleotide 

substitutions in tasiRNA sequences that changed the 5’ residue from a U in A. 

thaliana to an A in A. lyrata.  Ath-TAS1b 3’D4(-) and ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-) both have a 

5’ U whereas their orthologs, aly-TAS1b_448_-_21 and aly-TAS1c_670_-_21, 

respectively, both have a 5’ A.  Six additional tasiRNA are produced from positions 

adjacent to the source of ath-TAS1c 3’D10(-).  Two of these have a 5’ U and three 

have a 5’ A.  By contrast, nine additional tasiRNA are produced from positions 

adjacent to aly-TAS1c_670_-_21, six of which have a 5’ A and three of which have a 

5’ U.  To see if these specific U to A substitutions in aly-TAS1b and ath-TAS1c are 

part of an overall pattern, we sorted tasiRNA that potentially target RFL transcripts by 

TAS source and compared their 5’ terminal nucleotide composition frequencies 

(Figure 17B).  We first performed pairwise comparisons of 5’ terminal nucleotide 
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ratios between the three orthologous TAS1/TAS2 transcripts, none of which were 

significantly different.  We subsequently performed pairwise comparisons of 5’ 

terminal nucleotide ratios between all possible pairings of TAS1/TAS2 transcripts, 

which was 21 comparisons in total.  Significant differences resulted from comparisons 

of aly-TAS1b to three other transcripts: aly-TAS2, ath-TAS1c, and ath-TAS2 (p-values 

of 0.0002522, 0.0021, 0.0004857, respectively, by Fisher’s Exact Test using a 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).  In these comparisons, the 5’ 

nucleotide ratios of ath-TAS1b were not significantly different than those of ath-TAS2 

(p=0.7313).  Although the 5’ nucleotide ratio of aly-TAS1b is not significantly different 

from that of ath-TAS1b, it is possible that tasiRNA 5’ nucleotide composition is 

changing between members of the TAS families, even if it not changing significantly 

between orthologs. 

 

 
Figure 17.  PPR-targeting tasiRNA and 5’ nucleotide composition. 
A.  Number of unique PPR-targeting 21 and 22nt tasiRNA found in sequencing 
libraries. Upper panel shows the number of tasiRNA that are predicted to target PPR 
transcripts.  Lower panel represents the subset of tasiRNA sequences that are 
predicted to specifically target RFL transcripts.  B.  The proportion of Guanine (G), 
Cytosine (C), Adenine (A), and Uracil (U) residues found at the 5’ terminus of each 
RFL-targeting tasiRNA is shown.  Colors representing each residue are shown to the 
right.  TasiRNA are grouped by source and marked on the x-axis.  Total number of 
reads from each source is displayed at the top.  An asterisk indicates a significant 
difference in 5’ nucleotide proportions.   
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Phased Small RNA Production from PPR transcripts 

Prior studies in A. thaliana found three small RNA sequences that initiate production 

of phased small RNA from RFL transcripts:  Ath-TAS2 3’D6(-), miR161.1, and 

miR161.2 (Montgomery, Yoo, et al., 2008; Allen et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2007).  In 

several cases, phasing peaks were identified that did not correspond to a known 

phasing initiator, which we will hereafter refer to as cryptic peaks or cryptic phasing.  

We examined the phasing patterns of small RNA associated with A. lyrata RFL 

transcripts to identify conserved phasing associated with the three known small RNA 

initiators as well as the presence of other phasing signals.  We first compared the A. 

thaliana phasing patterns observed in this study to results from a prior study with 

phasing scored as described previously (Howell et al., 2007).  Howell et al. (2007) 

used small RNA derived from wild type and rdr2 mutants and a read count threshold 

of one while we used wild type small RNA libraries and a read count threshold of 

three for this study.  With a few exceptions, phasing was observed in the same 

transcripts with the same cleavage initiation sites.  In two cases, AT1G62914 (shown 

in Figure 18A, identified by Howell et al. (2007) as the 3’ end of AT1G62910) and 

AT1G63150, miR161.1-directed phasing was observed by Howell et al. (2007) but not 

found in this study.  The increase in the read count threshold may explain this 

difference; when a lower threshold was used, phasing peaks coincident with a 

miR161.1-guided cleavage site was found.  We observed two cases of miR161-

initiated phasing and two cases of ath-TAS2 3’D6(-)-initiated phasing that were not 

observed by Howell et al. (2007).  miR161.2-initiated phasing was found in 

AT1G63150 and a single phasing peak consistent with miR161.2 initiation was found 

in AT1G63400 (Appendix 5).  In both of these cases, the phasing scores were never 

greater than five, indicating a relatively low read count and a low tasiRNA cycle 

occupancy rate.  Ath-TAS2 3’D6(-)-initiated phasing was found in AT1G63330 and 

AT1G63400 (Appendix 5).  The AT1G63330 signal was relatively weak with only 3 

peaks and peak phase scores of 4.  The AT1G63400 signal was slightly better with 

six peaks, one of which had a score of 8.  In an unusual case, miR161.1-initiated 

phasing peaks in AT1G63400 were to the 3’ side of the cleavage site rather than the 

5’ side of the cleavage site, as they were in Howell et al. (2007).  Additionally, 

phasing peaks coincident with miR161.1-guided cleavage can be found on both sides 
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of the cleavage site in AT1G63130 (Figure 18B), AT1G63910 (Appendix 5), and 

AT1G63930 (Appendix 5).  In all cases, the peaks are interspersed among cryptic 

peaks, raising the possibility that these peaks are not actually associated with the 

miR161.1-guided cleavage site but with another cleavage event.   

 

When we compared RFL-derived small RNA phasing in A. thaliana to A. lyrata, 

several broad patterns emerged.  Surprisingly, phasing consistent with aly-miR400-

guided cleavage was found in eight transcripts, six of which are collinear orthologs 

and two of which are non-collinear (see Figure 18C for an example and Figure 19 for 

a summary).  No ath-miR400-initiated phasing was found in A. thaliana by Howell et 

al. (2007), however, when the read count threshold is lowered to a single read for the 

A. thaliana small RNA libraries used in this study, ath-miR400-initiated phasing can 

be found in six transcripts.  When the read count threshold is lowered to one read in 

A. lyrata, 13 transcripts have at least one phasing peak coincident with the miR400-

guided cleavage site.  In nearly every case of miR400-initiated phasing, the phase 

score is less than 3.  miR400-directed phasing was also found to occur on both sides 

of the cleavage site.  ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-) phasing occurs exclusively 

on the 3’ side of the cleavage site and the miR161-directed phasing identified by 

Howell et al. (2007) occurs only on the 5’ side of the cleavage site.  The low scores 

and unusual phasing patterns displayed by miR400-initiated phasing may indicate 

that there is no real association with the miR400-guided cleavage site but that some 

other small RNA is targeting the RFL transcripts in the same phase, possibly small 

RNA derived from the same transcript or closely related paralogs.  Another potentially 

new source of phasing was found on the A. lyrata transcript of Al-RFL2_700, 

coincident with an aly-TAS2a 3’D12(-)-guided cleavage site (Figure 18D).  This gene 

has no collinear ortholog in A. thaliana but its closest BLAST hit is to AT1G63230.  It 

is also the closest BLAST hit to AT1G63630, which also has no collinear ortholog.  

There are only four phase peaks consistent with aly-TAS2a 3’D12(-)-guided cleavage 

on Al-RFL2_700 and these have scores of less than five. 
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Figure 18.  PPR-derived small RNA. 
Phasing plots are depicted as in Figure 11.  Small RNA-guided cleavage sites are shown in 
color with in-phase peaks and aligned small RNA read counts shown in the same color.  
Cleavage sites from different targets but in the same phase are shown in a single color.  A.  
AT1G62914.  B.  AT1G63130.  C.  Al-RFL2_1415.  D.  Al-RFL2_700.  

A.
AT1G62914

B.
AT1G63130

C.
Al-RFL2_1415
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Figure18 (Continued). 
 

 
 
Among non-pseudogenic ortholog pairs, ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D9(-)-initiated 

phasing was conserved more often than gained or lost (Figure 19A and Figure 19B).  

Of the eight pairwise gains in A. lyrata phasing relative to A. thaliana, four were in 

collinear co-orthologs of AT1G62670 and were the result of a aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) target 

site not present in A. thaliana (a fifth collinear co-ortholog is not targeted by aly-TAS2 

3’D9(-)) (Figure 19A).  It seems likely that targeting and phasing arose in these 

paralogs either prior to the divergence of the two species and was subsequently lost 

in A. thaliana, or that it arose soon after the species divergence but before an A. 

lyrata-specific duplication.  Phasing was conserved in ten pairwise comparisons and 

was found to be A. thaliana-specific in two comparisons.  Within pseudogenic 

ortholog pairs, phased small RNAs are found from the A. thaliana transcript of 

AT1G63070, but not from its pseudogenic collinear co-ortholog Al-RFL2_1211.  

Excluding pseudogenic pairs, ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-)-initiated phasing 

was conserved, gained, or lost in A. lyrata in 10, 8, and 2 ortholog pairs, respectively 

(Figure 19B).  These numbers are distorted somewhat by the tendency for A. lyrata to 

have paralogs within each ortholog group, which means a single change in the A. 

lyrata lineage can lead to multiple gains or losses in pairwise comparisons.  In order 

to reduce this distortion, we adjusted the numbers to count gains and losses only 

once within each ortholog group.  For instance, the four A. lyrata co-orthologs to 

AT1G62670 that all exhibited aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-) initiated phasing were counted only 

once as a gain of phasing in that group.  After these adjustments, conservation was 

D.
Al-RFL2_700
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still predominant with nine ortholog groups displaying conserved phasing.  Adjusted 

A. lyrata gain and loss counts were 4 and 2, respectively.  Gains and losses in ath-

TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-)-initiated phasing were invariably due to gains or 

losses of targeting, rather than through conservation of targeting but loss of phasing.  

ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2a 3’D9(-) targeting almost always led to phased small 

RNA production.  The only exception is in Al-RFL1_4995, a co-ortholog of 

AT1G12300 (Appendix 5).  This is interesting given that none of the PPR transcripts 

from the small genomic cluster produce any phased small RNA, even in the case 

where miR161 or miR400 targets are present. 

 

miR161-initiated phasing is predominantly lost in A. lyrata when orthologs were 

compared, but often due to a loss in phasing rather than a loss of targeting.  Among 

non-paralogous ortholog pairs, miR161.1 phasing was lost in eight A. lyrata 

transcripts, while miR161.2 phasing was lost in eleven.  In 13 of these 19 losses, 

miR161.1 or miR161.2 is still predicted to target the transcript but phasing is not 

detected.  There were only three conserved pairwise comparisons where miR161.1- 

or miR161.2-associated phased small RNA was found in both transcripts and only 

one comparison where phasing was A. lyrata-specific.  Overall, within the non-

pseudogenic pairs, 20 out of 23 (87%) pairwise comparisons uncovered a loss of 

phasing in A. lyrata.  When the adjustment is made to account for paralog over-

counting, the absolute numbers decrease somewhat but the proportion of losses to 

gains and conserved phasing is still high with non-conserved phasing in 16 of 18 

transcript groups (~89%). 

 

Many transcripts had phasing signals that were not coincident with the three known 

phase initiators.  Among non-pseudogenic orthologs, cryptic phasing in all eleven A. 

thaliana transcripts was conserved in orthologous A. lyrata transcripts.  However, nine 

pairwise comparisons revealed a gain in cryptic phasing in A. lyrata.  These numbers 

were reduced somewhat when adjusted for paralogous groups, with eight groups 

showing conservation and five showing a gain.  Among pseudogenic pairs cryptic 

phasing was conserved in 11 pairwise comparisons and unique to A. lyrata in 13 

comparisons.  These numbers drop to 8 and 9, respectively, when adjusted for 
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paralogs.  The increase in A. lyrata cryptic phasing may be due to the greater number 

of genes in A. lyrata and the greater number and variety of small RNA that will be 

generated from their associated transcripts. 
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Figure 19.  Conservation of small RNA phasing. 
A.  Pairwise comparison of phasing.  Gene models are shown as in Figure 13A and Figure 
15A.  Small RNA phasing initiators are labeled across at top.  Cell values correspond to 
phasing present only in A. thaliana (Ath), A. lyrata (Aly), or found in both species (Cons).  
Cells containing Ath or Aly highlighted in grey indicate that the target is absent in the 
orthologous gene.  Unhighlighted cells containing Ath or Aly have a target score consistent 
with targeting in both species but lack phasing in one.  B.  Number of pairwise comparisons 
that contained conserved and non-conserved phasing.  Counts are presented as in Figure 
13B and Figure 15B. 
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Figure 19. 
 
A. 
 

 
 

  

A. thaliana gene A. lyrata gene
ath-TAS2 

D6(-) miR161.1 miR161.2 miR400
ath-TAS2 

D9(-)
Cryptic 

Phasing

AT1G62590 Al-RFL2_1611 Cons Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1557 Aly Aly Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1561 Aly Aly Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1566 Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1571 Aly Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1575 Aly Aly
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_1417 Cons Ath Cons Aly Aly
AT1G62914 Al-RFL2_1415 Cons Aly Ath Aly Cons
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1411 Aly Cons Ath Cons
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1215 Cons Aly Cons
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1201 Cons Ath Ath Cons
AT1G63080 Al-RFL2_1205 Cons Ath Ath Aly Cons
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_1159 Ath Ath Ath Cons
AT1G63330 Al-RFL2_894 Cons Aly
AT1G63400 Al-RFL2_894 Cons Ath Ath Cons
AT5G16640 Al-RFL6_6831 Aly
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_5036 Aly Aly Aly
AT1G62910 Al-RFL2_629 Ath Ath Ath Aly
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1393 Ath Cons
AT1G62930 Al-RFL2_1395 Aly Cons Ath Cons
AT1G63130 Al-RFL2_729 Cons Ath Ath Aly Cons
AT1G63150 Al-RFL2_894 Cons Ath Ath Cons
AT1G62670 Al-RFL2_1559 Aly
AT1G63070 Al-RFL2_1211 Ath Ath
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_1082 Aly
AT1G63230 Al-RFL2_700 Aly Aly
AT1G63630 Al-RFL2_700 Aly Aly
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Figure 19 (Continued). 
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DISCUSSION 
 

Expanded RFL Gene Complement in A. lyrata 

In this study, we identified 51 potential RFL genes in A. lyrata that are orthologous to 

30 A. thaliana RFL genes.  Seven out of 51 A. lyrata genes were classified as 

probable pseudogenes.  The high proportion of RFL genes in A. lyrata that contain 

introns is of potential concern.  Twenty-four out of 44 A. lyrata genes categorized as 

functional contain introns, as compared with 4 out of 26 in A. thaliana.  All four of the 

RFL pseudogenes in A. thaliana contain introns.  In other gene families, the presence 

of an intron would not, on its own, raise concerns that a particular gene model is a 

potential pseudogene.  However, A. thaliana and Oryza sativa generally have a high 

proportion of intron-less PPR genes, especially when compared to Physcomitrella 

patens, and it is thought that the angiosperm expansion of the PPR gene family is, at 

least in part, the result of retrotransposition of spliced PPR transcripts (Lurin et al., 

2004; Geddy and Brown, 2007; O’Toole et al., 2008).  Geddy and Brown (2007) 

found that RFL genes in particular are prone to transposition and propose that rapid 

birth and death of retrotransposed genes would explain both the predominance of 

intron-less genes, the frequent identification of RFL genes with no collinear orthologs 

in related species, and the frequent inversion of RFL genes.  If this were the dominant 

mechanism of RFL gene duplication, the presence of an intron in a gene could be the 

attempt by gene-calling programs to bypass an internal stop codon.  Further support 

for the proposal that RFL genes with introns are likely to be pseudogenes is provided 

by the fact that the three A. thaliana RFL genes for which a function has been 

identified are intron-less (Jonietz et al., 2010; Hölzle et al., 2011; Jonietz et al., 2011).  

These patterns of duplication raise the possibility that many of the genes we 

categorized as functional in A. lyrata actually contain internal stop codons and are 

pseudogenes.  Counterbalancing this concern is the possibility that A. thaliana is 

under selective pressure for a reduced genome size when compared to A. lyrata (Hu 

et al., 2011) and that direct comparison of intron gains and losses between A. 

thaliana and A. lyrata is biased towards intron losses in A. thaliana (Fawcett et al., 

2011).  Although the A. lyrata gene set used by Fawcett et al. (2011) presumably did 

not include many of the PPR genes found in this study (because the JGI annotation 
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masked many PPR motif-rich regions of the genome), it is possible that an 

accelerated rate of intron loss in A. thaliana is responsible for some of the intron 

losses between RFL orthologs in A. thaliana and A. lyrata.  It is also possible that the 

duplication process prevalent in the non-RFL PPR genes is somewhat different than 

for RFL genes.  We identified at least one inversion (AT1G63330 and AT1G62590) 

that is unlikely to be the result of retrotransposition, since the duplication spanned at 

least two genes. Non-RFL PPR genes tend to be conserved across lineages and 

appear as single-gene orthologs rather than paralogous groups of genes (O’Toole et 

al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2009), which indicates that a different mechanism of duplication 

may predominate in RFL genes.  It is possible that the retrotransposition process 

proposed as the means of duplication for the original expansion of PPR genes in 

flowering plants is not as prevalent or is modified in the RFL clade.  For these 

reasons, we were hesitant to categorize genes as non-functional simply based on the 

presence of introns in the gene model, though we recognize that they may indeed be 

pseudogenes.  At this juncture, it is also unclear how stringent the tandem 

arrangement of PPR motifs must be for a PPR protein to be functional.  Further work 

on the protein folding constraints on PPR proteins could help differentiate functional 

genes from pseudogenes. 

 

The similarity of some genes to paralogs in distant collinear groups is also curious. 

There are several possible explanations for these phylogenetic groupings.  One is 

that the phylogeny is confounded by the repeat structure of the PPR genes or the 

recent duplication of these genes.  Indeed, the relatively poor bootstrap values 

associated with the key branch points within PPR trees do not provide great 

confidence about the specific configuration.  However, there are several collinear 

groups that clade distinctly from other collinear groups, indicating that phylogenetic 

inference is working for at least some RFL genes.  Further investigation into the age 

of the paralogous groups might help elucidate the difference between these 

phylogenetic patterns. 

 

Another explanation for the similarity observed between paralogs is that there is gene 

conversion between paralogs with similar sequences within A. lyrata.  It is interesting 
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to note that the paralogous groupings take place only for PPR genes within the large 

and small gene clusters, not between clusters or between clusters and non-clustered 

RFL genes, perhaps because the higher level of similarity and physical proximity of 

these genes promotes gene conversion.  Indeed, one proposed model for RFL gene 

evolution is that individual domains or groups of domains are exchanged through 

recombination (Brown et al., 2003; Li et al., 1998) and there is evidence that the PLS 

subfamily of PPR genes may change the number of PPR-related motifs in a gene by 

expansion of whole motifs or blocks of motifs (Rivals et al., 2006).  Brown et al. 

(2003) also suggested that the presence of an intron in one of the paralogs of the 

Radish Rfo gene might be a signature of recombination, which is interesting given the 

number of RFL genes models in A. lyrata that contain at least one intron.  

Recombination as a mechanism of creating diversity within a gene family has been 

observed in resistance genes, where variation in the number and types of Leucine-

rich repeats can be important for pathogen defense (reviewed by Ellis et al., 2000).  It 

is possible that a similar mechanism could be functioning to provide motif diversity in 

RFL genes.  A multiplicity of paralogs could provide a pool of diversity from which an 

appropriate restorer allele could emerge in response to new CMS variants or other 

variation in the mitochondrial genome.  The presence of multiple CMS variants in 

single plant lineages is consistent with the need to respond to new CMS phenotypes 

on a somewhat frequent basis.   

 

Interchange of sequence between closely related RFL genes could explain the 

phylogenetic proximity of paralogs.  Recent studies have provided evidence that PPR 

domains and their mRNA targets sequences form a one-to-one correspondence such 

that each PPR domain provides specificity for a single nucleotide.  One study found 

that the number of whole PPR domains in the maize protein PPR10 matched the 

number of nucleotide residues that were minimally required for PPR transcript binding 

(Prikryl et al., 2010).  Another study noted that amino acid residues at specific 

positions within the PPR motif were more likely to be under diversifying selection 

(Fujii et al., 2011), which fits the hypothesis that particular amino acid residues will be 

important in determining the target specificity of the motif.  This implies that partial 

gene conversion could actually have a diversifying effect on the targeting capability of 
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PPR proteins.  If multiple paralogous genes were divergent at the site associated with 

nucleotide affinity, the swapping of these specific domains could modify the target site 

specificity of the PPR protein. Whole or partial domain swapping between paralogs 

could create homogeneity within lineages but still produce diversity at the amino acid 

residues that are critical RNA binding sites.  Lineage-specific exchanges would also 

cause relative divergence between lineages and cause the paralogs on one lineage 

to group separately from RFL genes on other lineages.  This explanation assumes 

that the expansion of RFL clades within each species is a result of a requirement for 

a CMS restorer function, though, as was shown in A. thaliana, individual RFL genes 

can have non-restorer functions.   

 

 

Stability of Small RNA Targeting 

We found several differences in miRNA and tasiRNA targeting and phasing patterns, 

but these changes were often specific to particular miRNA and tasiRNA and not part 

of an overall pattern between species.  Targeting of PPR transcripts by miR400 and 

miR161.1 was largely conserved.  The ratio of non-conserved to conserved targets in 

non-pseudogenic target pairs was 10:23 and 10:17 in miR400 and miR161.1, 

respectively.  This is consistent with our prior study that found a ratio of non-

conserved to conserved targets of roughly 2:3 across all miRNA targets (Fahlgren et 

al., 2010).  miR161.2 has a slightly higher proportion of lineage-specific targets with a 

ratio of 13:18, but the miR161.2 ratio is not significantly different from that of miR400 

or miR161.1 (p=0.4358 and p=0.7909, respectively, by Fisher’s Exact test).  More 

dramatic are the changes in tasiRNA targeting between species.  ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / 

aly-TAS2 3’D9(-) are conserved in proportions similar to miRNA conservation.  

However, ath-TAS2 3’D9(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D12(-) targets have a non-conserved to 

conserved ratio of 16:2, which is significantly different than the 10:17 ratio of 

miR161.1 (p= 0.0189 by Fisher’s Exact test).  ath-TAS2 3’D11(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D14(-) 

has a ratio of 14:8 (non-conserved are all specific to A. thaliana) and ath-TAS2 

3’D12(-) / aly-TAS2 3’D15(-) has a ratio of 11:11 (all but one non-conserved targets 

are specific to A. lyrata).  Neither of these ratios was significantly different from the 

miR161.1 ratio.  These distinctions in conservation ratios are much less pronounced if 
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orthologous tasiRNA target clusters are classified as conserved targets (all p-values > 

0.05 by Fisher’s Exact test with a Bonferroni correction).  While it is unlikely that every 

tasiRNA target cluster contains functional targets, tasiRNA targeting of RFL 

transcripts may be more highly conserved than a straightforward analysis of validated 

tasiRNA targets might suggest.  The most dramatic changes take place in the 

tasiRNA targets that are not associated with any known validated tasiRNA, with a 

non-conserved to conserved ratio of 91:4.  One possible explanation for this change 

is that TAS genes are derived from PPR genes and that the highly lineage-specific 

target predictions represent independent, evolutionarily neutral degradation of 

sequence similarity in regions of the TAS genes that are not producing functional 

tasiRNA.  This explanation of these target sites is consistent with the conservation 

observed in tasiRNA target clusters that include validated tasiRNA target sites as well 

as the relatively high target scores and small cluster sizes of the target clusters 

without validated tasiRNA target sites.  It is also possible that the tasiRNA target 

clusters which include validated tasiRNA target sites represent a pool of lineage-

specific tasiRNA targets that are no longer functional or even new target sites that are 

recent adaptations to some selective pressure.  Both of these explanations would 

require a more rapid divergence in RFL and TAS gene sequences than a completely 

neutral explanation.  

 

It was surprising to find a detectable signal of miR400-dependent phasing in A. lyrata.  

It is possible that these phasing signals are not the result of miRNA-guided cleavage 

at all but rather other siRNA-guided cleavage sites that happen to be in the same 

phase as the miRNA-guided cleavage sites.  With 23 phased transcripts, A. lyrata has 

the potential to produce a greater variety of small RNA than A. thaliana, which has 

only 10 phased transcripts.  These small RNA may trigger a cascade of RFL-

generated phased small RNA, some of which might target in the same phase as the 

miRNA-guided cleavage sites.  The phasing signal from ath-TAS2 3’D6(-) / aly-TAS2 

3’D9(-) is usually of greater amplitude and physically distinct from other phasing 

signals from the same transcript.  In A. lyrata, the signals coincident with MIRNA 

cleavage are similar in amplitude to cryptic phasing from the same region of the 

transcript.  The fact that our A. lyrata small RNA sequence libraries contained no 
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miR400 reads adds further uncertainty to the origin of miR400-directed phasing in 

particular.  Sequencing libraries from pollen and sperm cells have yielded roughly 

twice the number of miR400 reads as from inflorescence libraries (reviewed by 

Borges et al., 2011) so it is possible that conducting phasing analysis using tissue-

specific libraries would shed additional light on miR400-initiated phasing.  In spite of 

the difficulty in sequencing mature miR400, conservation of the mR400 sequence and 

many of its associated targets, often with a target scores in A. lyrata that are lower 

than those in A. thaliana, seem to point towards a functional system.   

 

The observation that aly-TAS1b- and aly-TAS1c-derived tasiRNA target in clusters 

orthologous to ath-TAS1a targets is also interesting.  This suggests that duplication of 

an ancestral TAS1 gene may have led to TAS1a subfunctionalization in A. thaliana.  

As we have shown, A. lyrata target clusters with TAS1b-derived tasiRNA targets also 

tend to be targeted by TAS1c-derived tasiRNA.  By contrast, in A. thaliana tasiRNA 

derived from ath-TAS1b and ath-TAS1c do not tend to target in the same clusters as 

ath-TAS1a.  ath-TAS1b in particular produces few tasiRNA that target RFL 

transcripts.  One scenario for this targeting pattern is that a single TAS1 gene was 

duplicated before the two lineages split and then duplicated once again in the A. 

thaliana lineage soon after the split.  Alternatively, both duplication events may have 

occurred prior to the species split and the ortholog to ath-TAS1a subsequently 

deleted in A. lyrata.  However, under both scenarios, tasiRNA derived from all TAS1 

copies present in each respective genome would have been similar to each other and 

targeted the same RFL sites.  Subsequent deletions and mutations in the ath-TAS1b 

and ath-TAS1c genes led to specificity of ath-TAS1a targeting.  In A. lyrata, no fewer 

deletions and mutations were retained and thus similar tasiRNA from both TAS1 

transcripts are able to target the same RFL target clusters.  It is also interesting to 

speculate on whether the hypothesized pressure for reduced genome size in A. 

thaliana (Hu et al., 2011) could drive this kind of subfunctionalization.  If the deletions 

in the ath-TAS1b and ath-TAS1c genes were a slight selective advantage due to the 

pressure on genome size, ath-TAS1a may have been left as the only TAS1 copy that 

remained capable of targeting certain RFL transcripts.  On the other hand, there are 

often multiple small RNA targets for each RFL transcript, which would presumably 
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ensure the ability to regulate a transcript in the event that targeting by any single 

source of small RNA is lost. 

 

 

Uncertain Cellular Role for Small RNA Regulation of RFL Transcripts 

The precise function of small RNA regulation in fertility restoration is still unknown.  

Mitochondrion-related CMS and the restoration of fertility by nuclear genes has often 

been cited as a case of cytonuclear conflict (Charlesworth, 2002; Frank, 1989; 

Chase, 2007; Budar et al., 2003; Fujii et al., 2011)  and small RNA regulation could 

conceivably benefit either side.  CMS confers a reproductive advantage to female 

plants because energy that would have been spent on producing pollen can be used 

to accelerate other growth or reproductive processes (del Castillo and Trujillo, 2009; 

Dufaÿ et al., 2008; Thompson and Tarayre, 2000).  However, as the male sterile 

portion of the population increases in frequency, a nuclear Rf allele also becomes 

advantageous and is indeed necessary for the survival of the population.  Small RNA 

down-regulation of PPR genes could benefit the cytoplasmic genotype, allowing the 

defective pollen to persist.  However, the presence multiple potential small RNA 

targets in most RFL transcripts and the variety of mechanisms by which these small 

RNA are produced would require a successful restorer to escape a multi-layered set 

of potential small RNA regulators. It seems more likely that small RNA targeting 

provides for regulatory control over the production of PPR proteins, perhaps by 

allowing the plant to produce restorer proteins at a specific time or location (e.g. male 

reproductive organs).  It is also possible that small RNA regulation is primarily useful 

in reducing the production of “experimental” RFL proteins.  If restorer genes are 

produced through exchanges of sequence between RFL genes, non-restorer proteins 

could arise that target a functional mitochondrial transcript rather than the CMS-

causing transcript.  The presence of a flexible and multi-layered regulatory 

mechanism might help prevent aberrant targeting of functional mitochondrial 

transcripts but still allow restorer gene to arise in the nuclear genome.  None of these 

potential roles for small RNA are mutually exclusive.  The conflicting pressures of 

cytoplasmic and nuclear genomes could both affect small RNA, as could the need for 

experimentation and CMS restoration.  Experiments that target the timing, location, 
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and conditions under which RFL genes fall under small RNA regulation could shed 

light on these questions. 
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METHODS 
 

PPR Motif Identification 

Whole chromosome six-frame translations of A. thaliana (TAIR10) and A. lyrata (Hu 

et al., 2011; repeat masked as in Fahlgren et al., 2010) genome assemblies and were 

performed with the Transeq program from EMBOSS software suite version 6.3.1 

(Rice et al., 2000).  A search for PPR motifs was performed for each translation using 

PPR_ls and PPR_fs models from PFAM (accession PF01535.12, Pfam release 23.0, 

available at ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/databases/Pfam/releases/; Finn et al., 2009) 

and hmmsearch from the HMMER package (version 2.3.2, http://hmmer.janelia.org/).  

The PPR_ls model is better able to identify partial matches whereas the PPR_fs 

model is more specific to whole motif alignments.  Hmmer alignments to the 6-frame 

translations were mapped back to genomic positions and compared with exonic 

sequences to identify gene candidates (see below for details of the gene annotation 

pipeline).  Genes with minimum of 2 exon-overlapping PPR motifs less than 200 nt 

apart were considered PPR genes.  

 

 

Gene Annotation 

In A. lyrata, The JGI FilteredModels6 collection of gene models (Hu et al., 2011) was 

initially used in the effort to identify PPR genes.  Surprisingly, many clusters of PPR 

motifs found on the 6-frame translation of the genome did not overlap JGI gene 

models.  A review of several genomic regions with clusters of predicted PPR motifs 

using the JGI A. lyrata genome browser (http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-

bin/browserLoad?db=Araly1) revealed extensive masking of the PPR-rich genomic 

sequences, with many marked as repeat elements.  To compensate for this masking, 

we re-annotated the entire genome using GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997) on the 

same masked genome as was used in the motif search.  A customized script was 

used to break each scaffold of the genome into non-overlapping sections of sizes that 

were suitable for analysis by GENSCAN.  We used the GeneMark (GeneMark.hmm-E 

version 3.3, Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998) and fgenesh 

(http://linux1.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fgenesh&group=programs&subgroup=g
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find, using the “Dicot Plants (Arabidopsis)” model) programs to generate additional 

gene models in RFL orthologous regions when JGI and GENSCAN models were 

deemed poor, usually because they were unreasonably long.  In some cases, longer 

models were manually shortened to include the shorter coding sequence that 

contained all of the predicted PPR motifs for that locus.  Preference was given to JGI 

models if the number of PPR motifs covered by each model was the same.  Although 

many A. lyrata RFL proteins were identified in a previous study (Fujii et al., 2011), 

their genomic coordinates could not be ascertained with certainty and we thus 

decided to use our own naming convention that includes the chromosome and the 

start position of the gene. 

 

With one exception, A. thaliana annotations and genomic sequences were from 

Version 10 of The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR10), 

(ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/), on www.arabidopsis.org, (February 8-28, 2011).  

A. thaliana genes are referred to by their accession name in TAIR10.  The gene 

model for AT1G62860 was based on the TAIR6 annotation. 

 

 

Separation of P-type and PLS-type PPR Genes 

HMMER (version 2) models for each PPR sub-type (P, S, L, L+, DYW, E, and E+) 

were provided by Dr. Ian Small.  Each model was run separately on the PPR genes 

using hmmsearch (without the –cut_ga option).  As noted by Lurin et al. (2004), 

because the PPR motif subtypes are closely related, a single locus was often 

identified by multiple subtype models.  In order to determine the best scoring subtype, 

hits were clustered based on position along the transcript, with hits within 10 amino 

acid residues of the previous hit considered part of the same cluster.  The hit with the 

lowest e-value from each cluster was used to determine the sequence of PPR 

subtype motifs present on each gene.  Genes with 50% P hits were considered P-

type genes, while genes with less than 50% P hits were considered to be PLS-type 

genes.   
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Identification and Comparison of Gene Orthologs 

A. lyrata RFL genes that were collinear with A. thaliana RFL genes were identified by 

using a whole genome alignment and the MERCATOR and MAVID programs 

(Fahlgren et al., 2010; Dewey, 2007).  PPR genes found within 25kb of either the 

orthologous locus or another collinear ortholog were considered collinear orthologs.  

In all but two cases, the maximum distance from the orthologous locus or another 

collinear ortholog was less than 5kb.  Non-collinear RFL orthologs were identified 

using phylogenetic analysis and BLAST alignment.  Clustalw version 1.83 (Thompson 

et al., 1994) was used to align all P-type PPR amino acid sequences and to create a 

neighbor-joining tree.  We created trees using default parameters and with 

customized settings which included the BLOSUM substitution matrix, and with gap 

extension penalty of 0.4 across both BLOSUM and GONNet matrices.  BLAST 

alignments were performed using default settings.  Alignments with the highest 

bitscore were generally considered the most likely orthologs.  In some cases, a 

sequence with a worse bitscore but a better sequence similarity over a slightly shorter 

sequence space was used as the ortholog. 

   

For the phylogenetic analysis in Figure 8, RFL collinear non-pseudogenic nucleotide 

sequences from both species were combined in the same file and aligned using the 

linsi algorithm of the MAFFT program (Katoh et al., 2002; Katoh and Toh, 2008). 

RAxML v7.3.0 (Stamatakis, 2006; Ott et al., 2007) was run with the parameters:  

“raxmlHPC-PTHREADS -f a -x 16055 -p 16055 -# 1000 -m GTRGAMMA” to generate 

a maximum likelihood tree with 1,000 bootstraps.  Global pairwise alignments for 

alignment plots were performed on orthologous transcript sequences using the linsi 

algorithm in the MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002; Katoh and Toh, 2008) and custom Perl 

scripts.  Diagrams for the RAxML and neighbor joining trees were drawn using 

Dendroscope (Huson et al., 2007). 

 

Alignment diagrams in Figure 16 were created in Geneious (Drummond et al., 2011). 
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Small RNA Sequencing and Target Comparison 

A. lyrata small RNA libraries were previously described (Fahlgren et al., 2010).  

Briefly, seven small RNA sequence libraries were used, four from flower tissue, two 

from seedling tissue, and one from leaf tissue.  Two flower libraries and both seedling 

libraries were sequenced by pyrosequencing (454 Life Sciences) while the other 

three libraries were sequenced using an Illumina GAI sequencer.  A. thaliana small 

RNA sequences from flower tissue were previously described (Montgomery, Howell, 

et al., 2008; Fahlgren et al., 2009). A. thaliana leaf material was collected at 8, 12, 

and 19 days post-germination from leaves 1 and 2. Small RNAs were isolated from 

leaf tissue and small RNA sequence libraries were constructed as previously 

described (Fahlgren et al., 2009) and sequenced using an Illumina GAI sequencer. 

 

miRNA sequences were adopted from Fahlgren et. al. (2010). A. lyrata TAS genes 

were identified by sequence similarity and collinearity with A. thaliana TAS genes.  

We found that no ortholog for ath-TAS1a exists in A. lyrata but that TAS1b, TAS1c, 

TAS2, TAS3a-b, and TAS4 were present.  TasiRNA sequences for both genomes 

were identified by aligning all 18-30nt small RNA to TAS1 and TAS2 transcripts using 

CASHX pipeline v2.3 (Fahlgren et al., 2009).  Potential PPR targets of tasiRNA were 

identified using TargetFinder v1.4 (Fahlgren et al., 2007; available at 

http://carringtonlab.org/resources/targetfinder).  TargetFinder provides a penalty-

based score for the base pairing between a small RNA sequence and its potential 

target.  Mismatches between a small RNA sequence and target are weighted by 

position on the alignment and the type of mismatch.  Briefly, a G-U mismatch adds 

0.5 point to the overall score and other mismatches add one point to the score.  

Scores for mismatches that occur between positions 2-13 on the 5’ end of the small 

RNA are doubled.  Thus, a score of zero indicates a perfect match.  A score of four or 

less was considered a potential target in all analyses.  

 

Presence or absence of orthologous target sites was identified using pairwise 

alignments and mapping targets onto aligned sequences.  Transcript sequences from 

ortholog pairs were aligned using the linsi algorithm from MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2002; 

Katoh and Toh, 2008).  miRNA targets were considered conserved if the cleavage 
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positions were in the same relative position based on pairwise alignments.  TasiRNA 

targets were evaluated in a similar fashion, but an additional step was taken to 

evaluate target clusters.  Cleavage sites within 10 nucleotides of each other on the 

same transcript were considered part of the same target cluster.  Start and end 

positions for each target cluster were compared to target clusters on orthologous 

transcripts to identify orthologous clusters. In only one ortholog pair, Al-RFL2_1553 

and AT1G62680, did two clusters from one transcript map to a single cluster on the 

ortholog, and in this case the two clusters on AT1G62680 were treated as a single 

cluster. 

 

Statistical analysis for 5’ terminal nucleotide ratios and targeting conservation ratios 

was conducted using the fisher.test package in RStudio (R Development Core Team, 

2011; RStudio available from http://rstudio.org/).  In both sets of analyses, a 

Bonferroni correction was used account for multiple comparisons.  In the 5’ nucleotide 

analysis, a Bonferroni correction of 21 was used for pairwise comparisons across 7 

TAS transcript sources, which yields an alpha value of 0.0024.  In the targeting 

conservation ratio analysis, a Bonferroni correction of 28 was used for pairwise 

comparisons across 8 conserved small RNA sequences, which yields an alpha value 

of 0.0018. 

 

Phasing analysis was conducted using the method developed by Howell et al. (2007).  

Phasing plots in Figures 80 and 115 were created using custom Perl scripts.  

Conservation of phasing was determined manually. 
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CONCLUSIONS  
We have examined the Arabidopsis lyrata genome and identified 539 PPR genes, of 

which 51 are probable RFL genes.  Forty-one A. lyrata RFL genes are collinear with 

A. thaliana RFL genes while 13 have transposed.  Aly-TAS1 and aly-TAS2 transcripts 

produced phased tasiRNA in a manner very similar to A. thaliana, though A. lyrata 

has one fewer copies of the TAS1 gene and only three out of eight RFL-targeting 

tasiRNA.  In spite of these differences, miRNA and tasiRNA initiated phasing is 

observed in many RFL transcripts.  miRNA initiated phasing in particular was different 

in A. lyrata in that it appears to occur bi-directionally from the initiation site, although 

this could be simply non miRNA initiated phasing that happens to be in the same 

phasing register as miRNA initiated phasing.  The absence of TAS1a derived 

tasiRNA in A. lyrata is counterbalanced by tasiRNA derived from aly-TAS1b and aly-

TAS1c, which target loci orthologous to ath-TAS1a derived tasiRNA targets.  RFL 

transcripts in both species are often the targets of both miRNA and validated tasiRNA 

but the specific composition of small RNA targets was somewhat fluid.  miRNA 

targets were conserved at rates similar to those observed for miRNA targets as a 

whole.  Conservation of validated tasiRNA targets varied depending on the specific 

tasiRNA in question.  Many target loci with non-conserved validated tasiRNA target 

sites contained predicted target sites for other tasiRNA, which raises the possibility 

that targeting at these loci is actually conserved.  While there are many difference 

between small RNA targeting of RFL transcripts, the overall picture is one of 

conserved target loci but in many cases diverged target and, for tasiRNA, small RNA 

sequences.  
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Appendix 1.  BLAST alignment of Al-RFL2_1395 to other RFL transcripts. 
Al-RFL2_1395 transcript sequence was aligned to other RFL transcript sequences from A. 
thaliana and A. lyrata using BLASTN.  Results sorted by bitscore.  Candidate orthologs are 
shaded. 
 

	  

!"#$% &'$(#) *+,-#.)/)% 01/(.+2#. 3/45')67#4 8'94 !"#$%+:)'$) !"#$%+;.- &'$(#)+:)'$) &'$(#)+;.- ;<='1"# >/)46?$#
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDEFG DHH DIDG H H D DIDG D DIDG H EGEI
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDGJD FEKDD DLEM FJ B MB DLFM DL DLLI H BHLM
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDLDG FDKDJ DEHE DDE B DFG DLFM DJL DLJG H DMGG
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDBHD FDKEB DDFI DHL H DIJ DEIL DGL DEGD H DGGH
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDGMD IFKML DEHE DEE B DFG DLFM DJL DLJG H DLFJ
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCIFL IFKBE DEDF DLB H DGL DLJB DEM DLGL H DLIF
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDGGJ IIKFF DEGE DLJ B DLG DLFM DHE DLGL H DLIG
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDBDG IFKHD DEDH DLL H DIJ DLFM LEF DJLI H DLGG
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDBHG IFKBJ DBEF DEE H BDG DLGE BHF DLLJ H DLHB
01<@A2BCDEFG 0&D8MBFEH IIKEI DEDJ DGE H JE DEIF GI DEJL H DEFI
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDLDD IIKLD DBIM DLF H DFG DLIH DJL DLGF H DEMI
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCMBF IJKIB DEEH DMB H DGL DLIE DGJ DLIM H DEGB
01<@A2BCDEFG 01<@A2BCDGJG IJKDG DEHH DGI B DFG DLFL DIH DLJH H DBGD
01<@A2BCDEFG 0&D8MBMJH IJKDL DBFD DMM H DFE DLIE DID DLJD H DBLE
01<@A2BCDEFG 0&D8MBFDH IJKHB DBIJ DMJ H DFJ DLIE DFD DLJJ H DBBJ
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Appendix 2.  Pairwise RFL transcript alignments. 
Pairwise alignments plots of RFL orthologs.  Plots include PPR motifs, small RNA density, and 
small RNA targeting, as described in Figures 4 and 12. Only plots absent in the main document 
are shown here.  Plots are ordered by position in the A. thaliana genome. 
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AT1G06580 / Al-RFL1_2385

AT1G12300 / Al-RFL1_5181

113



AT1G12300 / Al-RFL1_4995

AT1G12620 / Al-RFL1_5179

114



AT1G12620 / Al-RFL1_5122

AT1G12620 / Al-RFL1_5125

115



AT1G12620 / Al-RFL1_5127

AT1G12700 / Al-RFL1_5216

116



AT1G12700 / Al-RFL1_5213

AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5291

117



AT1G12775 / Al-RFL1_5296

AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1557

118



AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1559

AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1561

119



AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1575

AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1566

120



AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_1571

AT1G62670 / Al-RFL2_5036

121



AT1G62680 / Al-RFL2_1553

AT1G62720 / Al-RFL2_1521

122



AT1G62860 / Al-RFL2_1458

AT1G62860 / Al-RFL2_1453

123



AT1G62910 / Al-RFL2_1417

AT1G62910 / Al-RFL2_629

124



AT1G62914 / Al-RFL2_1415

AT1G62930 / Al-RFL2_1393

125



AT1G62930 / Al-RFL2_1395

AT1G62930 / Al-RFL2_1411

126



AT1G63070 / Al-RFL2_1211

AT1G63070 / Al-RFL2_1215

127



AT1G63080 / Al-RFL2_1205

AT1G63130 / Al-RFL2_1159

128



AT1G63130 / Al-RFL2_729

AT1G63150 / Al-RFL2_894

129



AT1G63230 / Al-RFL2_1054

AT1G63230 / Al-RFL2_1082

130



AT1G63230 / Al-RFL2_700

AT1G63320 / Al-RFL2_911

131



AT1G63330 / Al-RFL2_894

AT1G63400 / Al-RFL2_894

132



AT1G63630 / Al-RFL2_700

AT1G64100 / Al-RFL2_898

133



AT1G64580 / Al-RFL2_112

AT1G64583 / Al-RFL2_109

134



AT3G16710 / Al-RFL3_7093

AT3G22470 / Al-RFL3_10057

135



AT4G26800 / Al-RFL7_6500

AT5G16640 / Al-RFL6_6831

136



AT5G41170 / Al-RFL7_21693
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Appendix 3.  BLAST alignment of Al-RFL2_894 to other RFL sequences. 
Al-RFL2_894 peptide sequence was aligned to other RFL peptide sequences from A. thaliana 
and A. lyrata using BLASTP.  Results sorted by bitscore.  Orthologs of Al-RFL2_894 are shaded. 
 

	  

!"#$% &'$(#) *+,-#.)/)% 01/(.+2#. 3/45')67#4 8'94 !"#$%+:)'$) !"#$%+;.- &'$(#)+:)'$) &'$(#)+;.- ;<='1"# >/)46?$#
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCDEF GHH IBD H H G IBD G IBD H GBJB
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCIBE DKLEF IKJ EJ B G IBD G IKJ H GHIE
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGBHJ DKLMI IBD EI K M IBD J IKB H GHFF
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGBHG DKLBK IKB EK J G IBD G IBK H GHBK
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGFGJ DBLEE IBK GHG B GH IBD I IBM H GHBH
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IBEGH DGLGI IKM GHI I G IBD G IKB H GHGK
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IBIMH DHLBJ IBD GBH G J IBD K IKH H GHGG
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IKGKH DHLJF IBM GGI K M IBD J IKH H GHHF
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGFGM MELMD IBD GBB B J IBD K IBE H EEK
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IBEKH DGLHM IGD GGG B GG IBD GD IBE H EEB
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGFGG DHLE IBK GHI K GH IBD I IGE H EEH
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGJMG MELJJ IBG GBG B D IBD F IGD H EDF
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IBJEH MMLEJ IKJ GKB K G IBD G IKF H EDK
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGIGG MDLFJ IKG GKB B G IBD F IKK H EDK
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGJIG MELFJ IBK GBK B GH IBD I IBM H EDH
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCMBE MELMM IGD GGI B GB IBD E IGD H EMD
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IKHDH MDLGI IGD GKH B GG IBD B IGF H EMG
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGJJM DGLKF JEJ GHM G KD IBD BI IBH H EID
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGJMJ MMLHM IBD GKI F J IBD K IBI H EJE
01<@A2BCDEF 01<@A2BCGBGJ MHLKF MHD GBF M G IBD EK MEF H EFB
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IKGJH MILGF IKM GKJ M G IBD G IBE H EKI
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IKFHH MELFG JMD GGG K G JMG G JMM H EBG
01<@A2BCDEF 0&G8IKKKH DHLDI JJE GHM H MH IBD G JJE H EGM
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Appendix 4.  BLAST alignment of Radish Rfo to other RFL sequences. 
Al-RFL2_729 peptide sequence was aligned to other  RFL peptide sequences from A. thaliana 
and A. lyrata using BLASTP.  The A. lyrata gene Al-RFL2_729 is collinear with the Radish Rfo 
gene but aligns poorly by BLAST. Alignments in top section sorted by bitscore, lower section 
sorted by percent identity.  The best alignment to Al-RFL2_729 is shown at the end of the top 
section after a blank line.  Bottom section includes the product of AT1G63630, which is within 
40kb of the Radish Rfo orthologous region in A. thaliana. 
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A,AB" 67?AC8DEFGHI JFKLF MFJ DFN J F JID F JIL N IDJ
A,AB" 60F<JDIJN JHKJ HLD FHG L FMH JID F HDM N JMO
A,AB" 67?AC8DEGJG HOKJH HMH DNN H F HJI F HHN N JJI
A,AB" 60F<JGFNN HGKIF JGG DHD M DN JGG GL JJJ N JHH
A,AB" 67?AC8DEMNN JHKFJ GII FJF D FH GOG I GOG N JLH
A,AB" 67?AC8DEFNHG JLKMI HNI FJH G F GOG F HNL N JDO
A,AB" 67?AC8DEFGHL GMKJJ MNH DOI M F JIF F JHI LKNN>?FMO JFM
A,AB" 67?AC8FEHFIG GOKGM HMN DMH L GO JFI GL HOO DKNN>?FHO HHF
A,AB" 67?AC8FEHFDM GIKJ HMN DIN L GO JFI GL HOO MKNN>?FHI HGJ
A,AB" 67?AC8DEIOG GMKJO HIH DON G JN JGG JN JDI LKNN>?FHM HGG
A,AB" 60F<FDLNN GMKGH JNO DOM H DN JFI DN JFH GKNN>?FHM HGL
A,AB" 60F<JDOLN GOKDO HJG DMG D JN JDL JF JFD GKNN>?FHM HGL

A,AB" 67?AC8DEMDO GHKOO HMG DOM L GJ JFO LM HOM FKNN>?FHN HDD
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A,AB" 60F<JDIJNKF JHKJ HLD FHG L FMH JID F HDM N JMO
A,AB" 60F<JLDLNKF JLKDG LDF FFL D FMH GOH F LFJ FKNN>?FFJ GNO
A,AB" 60F<JLJLNKF JFKHG DGM OH N DGO GOH G DHN DKNN>?IM LFD
A,AB" 60F<JGFNNKF HGKIF JGG DHD M DN JGG GL JJJ N JHH
A,AB" 60F<JDOFGKF HNKJL GMI DDL L HN HDM HN HFG MKNN>?FLO GIL
A,AB" 60F<JDOLNKF GOKDO HJG DMG D JN JDL JF JFD GKNN>?FHM HGL
A,AB" 60F<JLGNNKF GOKFJ HLM DJN L LJ HMD GL HJJ FKNN>?FHF HDJ
A,AB" 60F<FDJDNKF GOKFD HMN DMM L GO JFI GL HOO DKNN>?FHJ HGF
A,AB" 60F<JLFLNKF GMKHI HHO DIF D JN JFI JD JNI DKNN>?FHD HDI
A,AB" 60F<FDLNNKF GMKGH JNO DOM H DN JFI DN JFH GKNN>?FHM HGL
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Appendix 5.  RFL transcript phasing plots. 
Small RNA density and phasing plots for those RFL transcripts not shown in the main document, 
as described in Figures 11 and 18.  A. thaliana transcripts are shown prior to A. lyrata transcripts.  
Plots are ordered by position in the genome. 
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AT1G63400

AT1G63630
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AT1G64580

AT1G64583

AT3G16710
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AT3G22470

AT4G26800

There were no small RNA reads that aligned to this transcript
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Al-RFL1_2385

There were no small RNA reads that aligned to this transcript
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Al-RFL1_5184

Al-RFL1_5213

Al-RFL1_5216
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Al-RFL1_5291

Al-RFL1_5296

Al-RFL2_109
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Al-RFL2_112

Al-RFL2_464

Al-RFL2_629
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Al-RFL2_729

Al-RFL2_894

Al-RFL2_898
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Al-RFL2_911

Al-RFL2_1054

Al-RFL2_1082
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Al-RFL2_1159

Al-RFL2_1201

Al-RFL2_1205
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Al-RFL2_1211

Al-RFL2_1215

Al-RFL2_1393
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Al-RFL2_1395

Al-RFL2_1411

Al-RFL2_1417
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Al-RFL2_1453

Al-RFL2_1458

Al-RFL2_1521
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Al-RFL2_1553

Al-RFL2_1557

Al-RFL2_1559
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Al-RFL2_1561

Al-RFL2_1566

Al-RFL2_1571

163



Al-RFL2_1575

Al-RFL2_1611

Al-RFL2_5036
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Al-RFL3_7093

Al-RFL3_10057

Al-RFL6_6831
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Al-RFL7_6500

There were no small RNA reads that aligned to this transcript

Al-RFL7_21693
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